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Abstract 

 

This study examines whether the level of competitiveness of countries’ renewable energy 

technology sectors has an impact on the level of ambition of the countries’ climate policies. 

This is deemed relevant to shed light on the potential these green economic sectors have to 

contribute to reaching required greenhouse gas emission reduction commitments. The core of 

the study consists of the construction and operationalization of comparable competitiveness 

measures for wind and solar PV drawing on comprehensive empirical trade and patent data. 

The measures are presented visually for a set of countries to which around 80 percent of 

global emissions can be attributed. A set of central measures are examined for possible 

correlations with countries’ 2020 emission reduction commitments. The exploratory graphical 

analysis finds correlation trends between the two, giving support to the hypothesis that such a 

relationship exists. The interpretation is supplemented with a co-evolutionary framework and 

empirical data collected from actors in the renewables field that give indications for the 

existence of impacts between the RET sectors and climate policies. 
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[A]ddressing climate change requires a paradigm shift towards 

building a low-carbon society that offers substantial 

opportunities and ensures continued high growth and 

sustainable development, based on innovative technologies […].  

 

           - Para. 10 of UNFCCC Cancun Agreement, December 20101 

 

 

1 Introduction 

 

Nearly two decades of international climate negotiations have so far not resulted in a 

comprehensive global climate agreement to keep atmospheric greenhouse gas (GHG) 

concentrations within safe levels.
2
 Given that approximately two thirds of global GHG 

emissions result from energy generation (World Resources Institute 2011), climate mitigation 

pursuant to this end necessarily requires fundamental changes in our energy generation 

technologies and systems. The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) recently 

confirmed that the “the majority of global anthropogenic GHG emissions” are due to the 

consumption of fossil fuels (Edenhofer et al. 2011, 3). Renewable energy technologies (RETs) 

have a “large potential to mitigate climate change” (Edenhofer et al. 2011, 3) and will be a 

cornerstone of any low-carbon society.  

Renewable energies have experienced strong growth throughout the past decade, 

providing an estimated seven percent of global primary energy supply in 2008 (excluding 

traditional biomass) (Edenhofer et al. 2011, 6). Although still representing small shares of 

energy production on a global level, grid connected solar photovoltaic (PV) energy capacity 

has grown by an average of 60 percent per year from 2000 to 2009, increasing by a factor of 

100; and cumulative wind energy capacity by an average of 27 percent per year from the end 

of 2004 to 2009 (REN21 2010). Meanwhile the cost of RETs has been falling steeply over the 

last decades. Indeed, certain technologies are already cost competitive with traditional energy 

generation technologies in particular locations (Edenhofer et al. 2011, 9-12). A further 

considerable decline in costs can be expected in the future, especially if policy frameworks 

adjust market prices so to capture the avoided external costs of RETs as compared to 

traditional technologies. Furthermore, investment in RETs was strong in recent years. Global 

new investments into sustainable energy grew steadily by around 50 percent a year from 2004 

to 2007, and stayed relatively constant from 2007 to 2009, at more than US$ 150 billion, 

during the financial and economic crisis (UNEP SEFI and Bloomberg NEF 2010, 16). 

At least part of this growth in RETs can be explained by the implementation of policies 

on multiple levels supporting these technologies. Research has established that specific 

policies drive innovation and overall competitiveness of environmentally friendly 

technologies, including RETs. Such “enabling” policies can take the form of environment, 

                                                 
1 UNFCCC. Decision 1/CP.16, The Cancun Agreements: Outcome of the work of the Ad Hoc Working Group 

on Long-term Cooperative Action under the Convention, March 2011. 
2 For an “independent science-based assessment, which tracks the emission commitments and actions of 

countries” see the Climate Action Tracker by Ecofys, Climate Analytics, and PIK: 

http://www.climateactiontracker.org/ 
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climate, energy or specific innovation policies (Cf. Dechezleprêtre et al. 2009; IEA 2008; 

Johnstone, Haščič, and Popp 2009; Popp 2006). For example, some studies cite the substantial 

increase in clean energy technology patenting that occurred in the years following the 1997 

Kyoto Protocol (patent applications rose by more then 250 percent between 1997 and 2002), 

which lead many countries to impose national climate policies to meet their obligations under 

the Protocol, as evidence of the relationship between the policy environment and innovation 

in environmentally friendly technologies shows. (UNEP, ICTSD, and EPO 2010, 37-38; Popp, 

Haščič, and Medhi 2010). While other factors may have contributed to the dramatic growth in 

patenting, there is evidence for enabling policy environments having been a key factor. To the 

extent that patenting is a proxy for innovation, it contributes to the competiveness of RETs 

overall, as explored further in Section 2.4. 

This study explores the inverse of the aforementioned policy-competitiveness 

relationship; namely, does the level of competitiveness of countries’ RET sectors, as 

measured through export performance and innovation (patents), have an impact on their 

climate policies? The underlying assumption is that countries with competitive economic 

sectors (such as RET sectors for this study) that benefit from more ambitious climate policy 

are more likely to endorse ambitious international climate targets; and that therefore, strong 

international agreements are facilitated by such domestic “green” economic interests. The 

renewable energy sector can economically benefit more from “regulatory induced” demand 

through such policy as it facilitates near zero emissions energy production. The central 

hypothesis is thus: The more competitive a given country’s RET sector is, the more ambitious 

that country’s climate policies will be. 

An answer to the question whether competitiveness of renewable energies has an impact 

on climate policies is deemed relevant as it can help explain the, in some cases very large, 

differences in emission reduction commitments between countries for the post-Kyoto protocol 

period to 2020. Further, confirming the hypothesis would mean that the development and 

strengthening of RETs would not only contribute to the transformation of energy systems, but 

would also tackle GHG emissions from the bottom up. Such an impact on national climate 

policies would suggest that more competitive RET sectors can also contribute to ambitious 

global climate agreements, from the top down. Against the background of the current slow 

pace of international climate negotiations, this study aims to shed light on the economic 

opportunities that lie in climate change mitigation (and that could have the potential to drive 

negotiations forward). One of the many “substantial opportunities” offered by a low-carbon 

development path (Para. 10, Decision 1/CP.16, UNFCCC COP16) consists in the 

development of RETs. As UNEP’s Green Economy Initiative has shown through economic 

modeling, “greening” economic sectors
3
, including a significant increase in the share of 

renewable energy, would raise economic growth (and employment) compared to a business as 

usual scenario (UNEP 2011, 519). Nevertheless, and being a major barrier to the required 

economic paradigm shift, in the short term, reallocations of capital and economic structural 

adjustments would lead to lower GDP growth rates (UNEP 2011, 519). However, countries 

                                                 
3 “UNEP defines a green economy as one that results in […] improved human well-being and social equity, 

while significantly reducing environmental risks and ecological scarcities […]. In its simplest expression, a 

green economy is low carbon, resource efficient, and socially inclusive” (UNEP 2011, 16). 
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with high shares of green stimulus spending during the economic and financial crisis that 

started in 2008, have, for example, come to realize (in one way or another) the value of 

“greening” their economies (UNEP 2009). Among others, the Worldwatch Institute has 

argued that after ICTs, the next wave of innovation, and thereby basis of economic growth, 

will be driven by sustainability-related technologies (Lovins 2008). Estimates of how this 

would manifest itself in future economic opportunities are substantial. Through a 

comprehensive survey of businesses and research institutions, the consultancy firm Roland 

Berger anticipates that the global market volume for environmental technologies
4
 will grow 

from EUR 1.4 trillion in 2007 to EUR 3.1 trillion in 2020 (Roland Berger 2010). The firm’s 

CEO summarizes the development by stating that “[e]nvironmental technology is the 21st 

century's lead industry" (Roland Berger 2010). 

By examining correlations between competitiveness of RETs, as a significant climate-

related environmental technology, and climate policies, this study aims to contribute to the 

knowledge on the interplay between the economic significance of such technologies and the 

policies relevant to them. It does so first by identifying ways to measure RETs’ relevance in 

terms of national economic competitiveness; and second, by assessing correlations between 

the competitiveness and the level of ambition of national climate policies. 

So far there have been few systematic quantifications of competitiveness of countries’ 

RET sectors as is shown in section 2.5 below. Concerning the relationships between policy 

and country competitiveness in RETs, as touched upon above, there is a solid understanding 

that specific policies can advance certain technologies and thereby contribute to the general 

competitiveness of economic sectors related to these technologies. The literature on this is 

presented in section 2.1 below. However, whether there is also an inverse relationship, i.e. 

whether the competitiveness of technologies such as RETs drives environmental policies, has 

not been studied so far. 

This study contributes to knowledge in this area by examining possible correlations 

between the level of RET competitiveness and the degree of ambition of the climate policies 

through an inductive analysis. With this objective, comparable measures for these concepts 

are established drawing on empirical data. The relationship is examined through a graphical, 

exploratory analysis. 

For the economic competitiveness of RETs (the independent variable in the analysis) 

exports and patent data are used. This study is among the first to be able to use patent data 

that resulted from a massive reclassification effort by the European Patent Office of millions 

of documents according to newly established clean energy technology codes. Export data are 

another readily available resource to measure competitiveness. Other competitiveness 

measures could have been renewable energy investment or cost competitiveness data. 

However, in practice such data are not (openly) available at the required level of 

disaggregation. 

The RETs solar PV and wind are analysed in this study, as these are the most relevant 

technologies in the current RET landscape. They are commercially mature, have displayed the 

highest growth rates among all RETs in the last decade, and hold significant future potential 

                                                 
4 Including technologies in the areas of energy production and efficiency, water, mobility, materials efficiency 

and waste. 
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(cf.: IEA 2011; Edenhofer et al. 2011). The analysis is undertaken for a set of about 30 

countries/regions, including all G20 members, which are together responsible for 

approximately 80 percent of global GHG emissions.
5
 For the comparability of climate policies 

(the dependent variable), countries’ GHG emission reduction commitments
6
 by 2020 relative 

to 1990 are examined. These are incorporated into the analysis in large part as submitted by 

parties to the Copenhagen Accord, negotiated at UNFCCC COP15 in 2009. 

Following graphical presentations of these policy and competitiveness metrics 

individually, a graphical exploratory data analysis is carried out with both combined in order 

to check for possible correlations.  

Although only data are included that already existed at the time of COP15, so as to only 

integrate those which could have had an influence on a party’s commitments submitted to the 

Accord, it is nevertheless recognized that establishing clear cause-effect relationships is 

difficult. Clearly there are iterative, circular linkages between policies and competitiveness of 

the sectors. The interpretation of findings section 5 introduces a theoretical framework to 

analyze the mutual influence between these and other elements. It is possible to imagine a 

‘backward’ analysis to the present one, employing the same competitiveness data sources as 

this study (for different time ranges) and showing how e.g. after the Kyoto protocol (a climate 

policy) RET sectors grew. Indeed there are studies cited below that undertake similar analyses 

and make this point. This would not contradict this study’s hypothesis. The purpose of this 

study is not to disprove such a relationship, or argue for whether technologies’ 

competitiveness impacted policy first or vice versa. Rather, indications for the existence of a 

link, or correlations, between competitiveness and policy, are studied, with the possible 

implication that a two-way relationship between policy and competitiveness exists. In order to 

supplement explanation of overall correlation trends as well as country-specific correlations, 

further empirical research data from the RET field are incorporated, this time from the micro 

level. Information was collected from representatives of the relevant RET sectors through 

interviews and questionnaires. 

The present study is structured as follows: Section 2 covers the background and main 

concepts of the study including an in-depth approach to competitiveness. Section 3 develops a 

detailed methodology on the basis of these concepts, including the operationalization for the 

purposes of the study. In section 4 the empirical analysis is undertaken graphically, first for 

the variables separately and then in combination through scatterplots. Section 5 interprets the 

findings, incorporating a theoretical framework and empirical data from the interviews and 

questionnaires. The study concludes with section 6. 

 

                                                 
5 Indonesia was excluded due to lack of data. 
6 The term “emission reduction commitments” used in this study for both Annex I (developed) and Non-Annex I 

(generally developing) parties should not be confused with the “quantified emission reduction commitments” 

and targets terminology which is only applied to Annex I parties in the UN climate negotiations, the counterpart 

of which are “Nationally Appropriate Mitigation Actions” (NAMAs) for Non-Annex I parties.  
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2 Background and main concepts 

 

This section reviews literature on the effects of policies on innovation and competitiveness, 

competitiveness measures of RETs, and concepts of competitiveness. With this base, concepts 

to measure national competitiveness in RET sectors are subsequently introduced. 

 

 

2.1 Literature on policy effects on innovation and competitiveness 

 

There is now a solid understanding that specific policies can advance certain processes and 

technologies and thereby contribute to the general competitiveness of economic sectors. The 

early proposer of this causality was the business strategist Michael Porter. According to the 

hypothesis named after him, strong and well designed environmental regulations can lead to 

increased economic competitiveness by fostering innovation. Porter takes a dynamic approach 

and postulates that over time, more environmentally friendly technologies will be employed 

and thus inputs (resources, energy) will be reduced and overall process efficiency and cost 

savings achieved. These savings outweigh the compliance and innovation costs (M. E. Porter 

1991; M. E. Porter and van der Linde 1995). Later Albrecht finds clear evidence for the Porter 

hypothesis in the case of the regulation of specific environment-related products (Albrecht 

1998). 

Empirical studies have strengthened the evidence for environmental regulation leading 

to technological innovation and/or competitiveness. As described below, innovation is a 

crucial driver of economic competitiveness. A number of studies employ patent data to 

analyze innovation patterns and if and how policy induces them.  

Comprehensively examining patent statistics, Dechezleprêtre et al. find that until the 

early 1990s innovation in climate change mitigation technologies was essentially driven by 

energy prices. But since then, particularly in Germany and Japan, innovation has been spurred 

by a “very significant influence of public policies”, whereas in the United States innovation 

has been stable since the late 1980s and “seems [to be] almost exclusively driven by energy 

prices” (Dechezleprêtre et al. 2009, 23). 

Lanjouw and Mody study international patent data for environmental technologies in 

the US, Japan and Germany and a series of low and middle income countries and draw links 

to environmental regulation in these countries. They conclude that environmentally-friendly 

innovation increases in line with higher pollution abatement cost expenditures as a 

consequence of the regulation (Lanjouw and Mody 1996).  

Research, such as that by Lanjouw and Mody or Popp, that focuses on specific 

technologies finds stronger innovation effects of policy than those for technologies overall 

(Popp 2010, 11). 

Also through patent data, Popp studies innovation and diffusion of air pollution control 

equipment in the United States, Japan, and Germany (Popp 2006). He finds that more 

stringent regulation of sulfur dioxide and nitrogen oxides emissions of coal power plants leads 

to significant increases in patenting in related technologies. Interestingly, he found that 
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inventors respond to regulation in their own country, but not to foreign environmental 

regulations. 

This is somewhat refuted by a study concerning the level on which environmental 

regulation takes place. Dekker et al. found that not just domestic regulations matter for a 

firm’s environmental technology innovation but also international environmental agreements 

can lead to investments into innovation and knowledge diffusion between countries, as 

studied for the case of the Helsinki and Oslo protocols of the UNECE Convention on Long-

Range Transboundary Air Pollution (SO2) (Dekker et al. 2010). 

Specifically for RETs, Johnstone et al. analyzed the effects of policy and market factors 

on innovation in these technologies, measured through patent data in IEA member countries 

(Johnstone, Haščič, and Popp 2009). They came to the conclusion that public policy “plays a 

significant role in determining patent applications” and that certain types of policy 

instruments are more effective for certain RETs than others. 

Beyond patents but, also for the case of renewable energy, Popp, Haščič, and Medhi 

examined investments into several of these technologies and found that they were 

significantly driven by environmental policy, as countries that had ratified the Kyoto Protocol 

invested more into renewables capacity (Popp, Haščič, and Medhi 2010). They also found 

evidence for technological development driving investments, but less significantly so than 

policy. 

The IEA confirms the significant influence of government policies in the area of 

renewable energy. In its policy advice, the agency calls on governments to continue and 

optimize policies that support renewables, as in the past these have driven RETs’ market 

success, particularly in wind and solar PV (IEA 2011; IEA 2008). 

As evident, there is a comprehensive body of knowledge confirming that policies can 

drive environmental technologies such as RETs, and how they can affect this.
7
 However, 

whether there is an inverse relationship has not been studied so far. The next section lays out 

competitiveness concepts as a foundation for the operationalization of specific RET sector’s 

competitiveness measures.  

 

 

 

2.2 Competitiveness concepts 

 

There is no clear definition for the concept of competitiveness. Different approaches within 

the literature attach different meanings to it, depending on its perspective and the entity it is 

referring to.  

Moreover, as Reiljan et al. (2000, 9) highlight, often authors put emphasis on the factors 

influencing competitiveness rather the definition of competitiveness itself. The same applies 

                                                 
7 For a review of literature describing the impacts of different types of environmental policy instruments on 

technological change see the work by Vollebergh for the OECD (Vollebergh 2007). For a review of literature on 

environmental innovation and diffusion in clean energy technologies see Popp (Popp 2010). Worth highlighting 

is also the comprehensive innovation-related work at the OECD (e.g.: OECD and Eurostat 2005; OECD 2008). 
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to the competitiveness of countries, where this study aims to make a contribution for the 

specific case of RET sectors. 

A general definition of competitiveness encompassing the scope of this study is 

provided by Reiljan et al. (2000, 10). They define competitiveness as reflecting the “position 

of one economic entity (country, industry, enterprise, household) in relation to other economic 

entities by comparing the qualities or results of activities reflecting superiority or inferiority”. 

They further differentiate between a narrow and a broad approach to the concept, the former 

referring to competitiveness in contexts where entities’ interests conflict (if one wins the other 

loses) and the latter to contexts where direct interests are not conflicting (Reiljan, Hinrikus, 

and Ivanov 2000, 10). 

As a first differentiation, this study is concerned with economic competitiveness of the 

RET sectors of different countries relative to each other. Therefore it is concerned with 

economic, not socio-economic, competitiveness. However, to gain perspective, it is useful to 

realize the breadth that such an approach can reach. Reiljan, Hinrikus, and Ivanov (2000, 28) 

argue that for the overall objective of increasing welfare through competitiveness of a country, 

beyond the economic dimension there are a series of other components: Freedom of choice 

(democracy), health and life expectancy, education, and opportunity to choose (social justice). 

This study is only concerned with economic competitiveness, which a series of 

economists regard as the achievement of macroeconomic objectives. At the highest level 

stands “general welfare” for populations created through economic growth. A rising standard 

of living and overall welfare are considered the final objectives of competitiveness by some 

(Koskivaara and Pilli-Sihvola 1986, 3). Fagerberg defines competitiveness of a country as its 

capability to achieve, and maintain for the future, a high standard of living for its citizens 

relative to those of other economies (Fagerberg 1996, 48). Landau is more comprehensive in 

his approach. His definition combines a growing living standard, a relatively equal wealth 

distribution, employment for those willing and capable of working, while not impairing the 

standard of living of coming generations – in other words, sustainable development (Landau 

1992, 299). From such a perspective, growth, trade, foreign investment inflow, cost or 

exchange rate metrics showing success are not 

indicators of national competitiveness itself, as 

some argue, but rather factors that can promote 

it (and thus welfare growth) (Reiljan, Hinrikus, 

and Ivanov 2000, 18; Kitzmantel 1995, 106). 

More narrow macroeconomic approaches focus 

on the cost competitiveness of countries and 

thereby view real exchange rates as determining 

(see e.g.: Neary 2006; Boltho 1996). 

As this study is dealing with a specific 

economic sector, it is not feasible to apply 

competitiveness definitions that encompass 

overall national welfare or metrics that cannot 

be broken down for a specific sector, such as 

monetary metrics. 

 

 

Ability 

 to earn 

Knowledge 

 

Ability to  

sell, attract, adjust 

Figure 1 - Components of national 

competitiveness according to Trabold 
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A more applicable and systematic analysis of economic competitiveness of countries 

has been undertaken by Trabold. He identifies four central components to competitiveness: 

ability to sell (exports), ability to attract (location), ability to adjust, and ability to earn (1995, 

169). Trabold sees the four as hierarchical, with the ability to earn resting on the three other 

components as factors intermediated by the necessary knowledge (see Figure 1). Thus he 

treats ability to earn, measured as GDP per capita, as the most general indicator of country 

competitiveness. However, he simultaneously sees the three factors as complex subjects that 

by themselves are each indicators of country competitiveness. Their performance is 

determined by numerous other factors. 

For the case of countries’ RETs it makes sense to measure their competitiveness using 

one of the components identified by Trabold, the ability to sell. As suggested by Trabold, the 

ability will be operationalized below using export figures. 

Besides the macroeconomic perspective, there are a series of microeconomic 

approaches. In his influential work, The Competitive Advantage of Nations, business strategist 

Michael Porter views productivity as “the only meaningful concept of competitiveness at the 

national level” (1990, 76). In his view, the main objective of a nation is to achieve a high and 

further rising living standard for its citizens. The way to achieve this is through rising capital 

and labor productivity. This in turn depends on the companies that are active in the economy, 

which to this end have to constantly "upgrade" themselves to increase productivity. Trying to 

explain competitiveness at the aggregate country level is the wrong approach for Porter. 

Instead he examines the determinants of productivity and of the productivity growth rates. 

Therefore he looks not at entire economies but at specific economic sectors as this study does. 

 Thus Porter takes a dynamic microeconomic approach to competitiveness. In his work 

he focuses less on how to measure competitiveness and more on the practical “determinants 

of national competitive advantage”, seeing cost competitiveness as a much to narrow 

approach (1990, 77). He 

conceptualizes these determinants 

through the “diamond of national 

growth”, depicted in Figure 2, which 

includes four mutually 

interconnected components that keep 

firms innovating: Firm strategy, 

structure, and rivalry; factor 

conditions; demand conditions; and 

related and supporting industries. 

These can make countries a 

“favorable home base” for specific 

companies and sectors (M. E. Porter 

1990, 77). 

For the case of national renewable energy technology sectors, it makes particular sense 

to draw on innovation as an output metric of Porter’s diamond. This will be operationalized 

below using patent data. 

 
 

Figure 2 - Porter's national growth diamond 
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Beyond academic research, two internationally reputed institutions regularly publish 

analyses and rankings of national competitiveness. One is the International Institute for 

Management Development (IMD) and the other the World Economic Forum (WEF). They 

both include a large variety of factors in their assessments and thus define competitiveness 

fairly broadly. Their approach is similar. The Lausanne-based IMD business school regularly 

publishes its World Competitiveness Yearbook. In its last edition (2010) it ranked 58 

countries according to a comprehensive set of 327 criteria (IMD 2010). It defines the 

competitiveness of countries as “how an economy manages the totality of its resources and 

competencies to increase the prosperity of its population” (IMD 2010). The Global 

Competitiveness Report of the Geneva-based WEF is a yearly publication that, for its latest, 

2010-2011, edition covers 139 economies. These are ranked according to more than 100 

indicators for each country (WEF 2010, xi). The WEF’s Center for Global Competitiveness 

and Performance defines competitiveness as the “set of institutions, policies, and factors that 

determine the level of productivity of a country”. It further states that the “level of 

productivity […], sets the sustainable level of prosperity that can be earned by an economy” 

and that “more competitive economies tend to be able to produce higher levels of income for 

their citizens” (WEF 2010, 4). Among their multitude of competitiveness sub-indicators, that 

the two organizations include, the most relevant ones will be adopted as outlined below. 

This introduction to competitiveness concepts has reviewed a series of competitiveness 

definitions, some of which are more applicable than others to this study’s purposes. The 

reviewed materials have also provided indications on how to operationalize the measure of 

competitiveness. In summary, the general objective of this study is to quantify the economic 

competitiveness of nations relative to each other. Contrary to most studies however this done 

not for entire nation al economies, but for specific economic sectors within these – the RET 

sectors wind and solar PV. This will be undertaken by using two families of competitiveness 

indicators: RET exports and patents. These are covered in the next two sections. 

 

 

2.3 Exports data as competitiveness indicators 

 

As a measure of competitiveness, exports-related figures are commonly used metrics. Trabold 

essentially refers to exports in his “ability to sell”-component of competitiveness (see section 

2.2 above) (1995, 169). Buchley et al. ascribe exports – as market share or as their growth – to 

the “performance” measures of competitiveness (contrary to measures of potential 

competitiveness) (Buckley, Pass, and Prescott 1988, 177 pp.). They describe exports as ways 

to both evaluate countries as well as industries – the combination of which this study is 

examining. As a performance measure, exports are an indicator on the outcome of a process – 

an ex-post performance indicator. This is criticized as insufficient to provide information on 

the “sustainability” of the performance (Buckley, Pass, and Prescott 1988, 184-185). 

However, independently of the durability of such performance, export figures represent 

a reliable expression of how successful an industry or a county was in a given time period at 

competing with other actors in selling its products on the world market. In gauging industrial 
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competitiveness, the European Commission sees it “invariably associated with performance in 

international trade” (European Commission 2005, 7). 

A dynamic approach to export competitiveness is taken in the systematic 

competitiveness study of the European food industry by Wijnands et al., which selected five 

indicators for their assessment (Wijnands et al. 2008). They chose growth rates for each of the 

indicators, which if they are high, “indicate a high ex-post performance, compared to other 

industries of a particular country” (Wijnands et al. 2008, 420). 

An example of the use of exports as an indicator of competitiveness in the 

environmental technology field is provided by Albrecht (1998). He studies how ODS 

regulation influenced the export performance of producing firms and concluded that 

regulation had a positive impact on exports. 

The operationalization of export data to measure the competitiveness of national RET 

sectors is described in section 3.3 below. 

 

 

2.4 Patents data as competitiveness indicators 

 

Competitiveness can also be measured using patent data, however the link is not as straight-

forward as with exports above. The next section will outline the strong connection between 

competitiveness and innovation. The subsequent section will show how innovation in turn can 

be measured by using patent data as a proxy. 

 

2.4.1 Innovation drives competitiveness 

 

In the literature, the importance of innovation for reaching and maintaining economic 

competitiveness is underlined from various angles. In his microeconomic, company-level 

approach to national competitiveness, Porter succinctly writes: “Companies achieve 

competitive advantage through acts of innovation” (M. E. Porter 1990, 75). The above 

described diamond model of national advantage shows attributes that keep industries 

innovating and thereby contributing to increasing productivity that eventually increases their 

competitiveness. The four determinants can all be seen as input factors into innovation. 

According to Porter, constant productivity growth, and thereby competitive advantage, 

“requires that an economy continually upgrade itself” (M. E. Porter 1990, 76). In other words 

innovation is identified as a competitiveness driver both on the company as well as national 

level. 

Similarly, but from a broader perspective, Reiljan et al. write that national competitive 

advantage requires innovation. The advantage “can be only an unstable quality that secures 

competitive position only in the short run”. In order to maintain it for a longer term, 

unremitting innovation is necessary (Reiljan, Hinrikus, and Ivanov 2000, 12).  

Trabold’s comprehensive national competitiveness model (described in section 2.2 

above) includes the "ability to adjust", which he defines as the capacity to swiftly adjust to 

market changes and opportunities that new technologies offer. For him the ability to create 

wealth is more significant than wealth by itself, as the ability can provide a source of wealth if 
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the wealth itself is lost (Trabold 1995, p.179). The emphasized technology and capacitating 

assets for long term competitiveness thereby can be considered a special type of innovation 

capabilities. 

The European Union provides an example of how the concept of innovation is applied 

in policy-making to foster competitiveness. In its Europe 2020 Strategy the European 

Commission includes the promotion of a more competitive economy under the “sustainable 

growth” priority area. The related “smart growth” area includes the development of an 

economy based on knowledge and innovation. In order to guarantee effective R&D spending 

to this end, it supports complementing spending targets by a measure of “R&D and innovation 

intensity” (European Commission 2010). 

Thus both the literature on innovation as well as a case of policy making see innovation 

as inextricably linked to economic competitiveness. The next section turns to how patent data 

can be used as a proxy for innovation as an indicator of national competitiveness in RETs. 

 

2.4.2 Patent data as a proxy for innovation 

 

Patent data are only one means to measure innovation. The OECD’s Oslo Manual
8
 identifies 

two basic families of indicators “directly relevant to the measurement of innovation:” 

resources allocated to R&D and patent statistics (OECD and Eurostat 2005, 22). Both families 

can be classified as either input or output indicators of innovation. 

On the input side, R&D figures on expenditure and personnel are among the most 

commonly used (OECD 2008, 25). However the OECD highlights a number of disadvantages 

in drawing on these figures to measure innovation (OECD 2008, 28). A central issue is the 

incompleteness of data, particularly for the private sector. Even if data are available, it is often 

difficult to disaggregate them according to technology group. For the purposes of this study, 

one would have to determine R&D figures targeted specifically at RETs. Also, if expenditure 

figures are available, they might not be directly comparable, as their economic value can 

diverge due to uncertainty in innovation processes. The most significant weakness highlighted 

by the OECD, however, is that as an input measure, R&D data cannot provide information on 

successful outputs which eventually matter economically. Therefore it generally recommends 

output measures of innovation (OECD 2008, 28). 

On the output side, the OECD identifies two indicators: bibliometric data (scientific 

publications), and technometric data (patent data) (OECD 2008, 28). Bibliometric data are 

seen as the less preferable of the two, as it is only an indicator of an intermediate innovation 

output which in many cases may not have commercial value. Patents, in comparison, are 

outputs of more applied research and therefore of generally more economic significance.
9
 In 

particular, the indicator is useful for the present study as “patents lend themselves to cross-

                                                 
8 The Manual is described by the OECD itself as the “foremost international source of guidelines for the 

collection and use of data on innovation activities in industry” and is intended assist in studying the scale of 

innovation activities as a prerequisite to develop effective innovation policies (OECD 2005). 
9 The OECD and Eurostat give the following definition of a patent: ”A patent is a legal property right to an 

invention, which is granted by national patent offices. A patent gives its owner sole rights (for a certain duration) 

to exploit the patented invention; at the same time it discloses the details of the patent as a way to allow broader 

social use of the discovery” (OECD and Eurostat 2005, 22). 
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country comparisons of innovation performance in specific technology fields” (OECD 2008, 

28) – RETs in this case. Elsewhere, the OECD writes that patents are in essence indicators of 

invention and that to become innovation, further “entrepreneurial efforts” are needed for 

development, manufacture and marketing. However it underlines the significance of patents 

by adding that research has established a positive correlation between patent counts and 

productivity and market share of economic entities (OECD 2009, 12-13). For economies 

overall, patents increase their dynamic efficiency by promoting innovation and thus growth 

and value creation (OECD 2009, 22).  

The European Union provides an example of how a link between patents and 

competitiveness is also identified by policy-makers. In its 2008 ‘Industrial Property Rights 

Strategy for Europe’ the European Commission pushes for a strengthening of the patenting 

system in order to “make the most out of Europe's innovation potential and competitiveness” 

(European Commission 2008, 19). 

In his classic article on patent statistics as economic indicators, Griliches concludes that 

despite difficulties, “patents statistics remain a unique resource for the analysis of the process 

of technical change”. He continues, “[n]othing else even comes close in the quantity of 

available data, accessibility, and [...] detail” (Griliches 1990, 1702). Not much later the OECD 

confirmed that in effect “[i]n recent years analysts and policymakers [had] made increasing 

use of patent indicators to analyze the rate and direction of technical change” (OECD 1994, 9). 

Patent statistics represent a rich data source of innovation output for empirical studies 

such as the present one. One of their major advantages is that it is rather easily and cheaply 

accessible. It also allows comparisons across countries due to their objective standards, 

uniformity and geographical information. One can see where an invention was made (inventor 

and applicant origin) but also where it is used (protected). Patents are also classified according 

to detailed technologies and sectors, which in this study’s case facilitates examining 

innovation in RETs. Finally the patenting costs (preparation of applications, administrative 

costs and fees) mean that applicants will only try to protect inventions that they expect to have 

economic value (OECD 2008, 32; Dechezleprêtre et al. 2009, 8-10). 

However, despite the many advantages outlined, there are also drawbacks to using 

patent data as indicators for innovation and hence these must be used and interpreted carefully. 

For one, there are innovations that are not patented, with companies preferring secrecy or lead 

time they might have over competitors to protect their innovations. Although this does occur, 

studies have shown that there were few cases of economically important inventions that were 

not patented. While some innovations are not patented at all, another issue is that other 

innovations are covered by multiple patents. A further problem can be the comparability of 

data as different countries and industries engage in different patenting patterns, which can 

also change over time. Patenting, for example, is more likely in countries with technological 

capabilities and strict IPR enforcement. Also, different patents, even in a particular 

technological area, may have highly varying economic values. Currently there is still a gap in 

information on which patents are developed and make it to the market. In addition, patents in 

some newer technological areas may not (yet) be classified according to them. In essence then, 

two types of errors are theoretically possible: inclusion of irrelevant patents or omission of 

relevant ones (OECD and Eurostat 2005, 22; OECD 2009, 13; Dechezleprêtre et al. 2009, 9-
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10). How and which patent data were used in order to make most of the advantages while 

minimizing the drawbacks is described in the operationalization section 3.4 below.  

 

 

2.5 The gap in RET competitiveness measures 

 

So far there have been only a few systematic quantifications of competitiveness of countries’ 

RET sectors. One of these is the Renewable Energy Attractiveness Indices by the international 

advisory firm Ernst & Young
10

. Published regularly by Ernst & Young also for various other 

economic sectors, the indices score and rank the attractiveness of countries from a private 

sector investment perspective. For renewable energies, the current state of national markets, 

renewable energy infrastructures and their suitability for individual technologies are examined 

(Ernst & Young 2011). This approach sheds light on perceived competitiveness of countries 

as they are of interest to project financiers. In so doing, the indices do not give direct 

information on how competitive countries’ existing RETs sectors are. 

Another quantification approach is taken by AccountAbility’s Climate Competitiveness 

Index which assesses how countries are progressing towards a low carbon economy through a 

set of indicators (AccountAbility 2010). It measures two dimensions, “climate accountability” 

– a climate strategy that is clear, ambitious, and supported by all stakeholders – and “climate 

performance”, i.e. whether the country has the track record and capabilities to deliver the 

strategy (AccountAbility 2010). Thereby RETs are included but are not the focus of the index.  

Thus neither of the two indices measure the economic competitiveness of RET sectors 

in countries. This study contributes to filling the gap in methods for gauging the level of 

competitiveness of countries’ RET sectors. Having provided a review of the literature and 

approaches and discussed the concepts and rationales the next section constructs the measures 

that are used in the empirical analysis. 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
10 See: http://www.ey.com/GL/en/Industries/Oil---Gas/Oil_Gas_Renewable_Energy_Attractiveness-Indices 
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3 Methodology: Operationalization of measures 

 

3.1 Measuring ambition of climate policies 

 

This study aims to help explain the level of ambition of select countries’ post-Kyoto climate 

policies. These policies are pertinent as the current level of competitiveness of RETs will at 

least in part facilitate fulfilling commitments parties have entered into. The climate policy 

variable in the analysis is defined as the medium-term, emission reduction commitments for 

2020 for the examined set of countries. The advantage of using such a specific type of 

national climate policy is that it allows the comparison of different countries’ positions that 

feed into the international climate negotiations.  

However, despite the fact that most parties to the UNFCCC examined in this study have 

submitted 2020 targets to the Copenhagen Accord, due to their sometimes different natures 

they have had to be converted to be made comparable. In this study, the common denominator 

chosen is absolute reductions relative to a 1990 base year. This year is chosen because the 

majority of parties examined use it as their reference year. Conversions to the 1990 baseline 

for countries with baselines other than 1990 – such as the United States (2005) or Australia 

(2000) – are calculated using historical emissions levels. Converting relative targets such as 

emissions intensity or below business as usual type of targets is more challenging. An 

example is the conversion of China’s intensity commitment to “reducing carbon dioxide 

emissions per unit of GDP by 40-45% by 2020 from the 2005 level” (People’s Republic of 

China 2010), into absolute terms relative to 1990 emissions. Inevitably assumptions on future 

GDP have to be employed here. Although the assumptions are well founded, by virtue of 

being assumptions they will be contestable. 

Using the common 1990 base year fulfils the objective of making the various 2020 

commitments comparable. Simultaneously this has the drawback that relative ambitiousness 

will be different if, for example, another base year were to be chosen. Transforming the 

commitments into carbon intensity targets (the type of target used by China and India) 

changes the picture even more. Calculations (unavoidably under a certain set of assumptions) 

show that China’s and India’s intensity targets are in a range comparable to the commitments 

in terms of intensity targets of major Annex I countries such as the EU and the US (Jotzo 

2010, 32). 

A further challenge is that a series of parties specify a target range – the higher end 

often being stated as conditional on other parties’ actions. In such cases, the lower end of the 

target is chosen to not create “interdependencies” between parties’ decisions. 

A special type of party is the European Union, which has submitted its commitments to 

the Copenhagen Accord en bloc. To integrate the individual member states examined in this 

study into the analysis their individual targets had to be identified independently. However, 

many member states have not declared national targets outside the EU-level process. In these 

cases, the overall EU target of 20 percent is taken as the country target. This is contestable as 

a theoretical disaggregation of the overall EU figure would result in different reduction 

commitments for individual member states. But as emission reductions in the EU are achieved 

through a combination of the Emissions Trading Scheme (EU ETS) and separate reductions 
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for non-ETS sectors (on a 2005 baseline), the disaggregation is extremely complex in practice 

and has so far not been undertaken.
11

 

Annex I gives an overview of the original Copenhagen Accord Submissions and, where 

applicable, how they convert into the chosen comparable target measure. 

 

 

3.2 Measuring competitiveness 

 

Based on the concepts of competitiveness discussed in section 2 above, the next sections will 

discuss the practical quantification of competitiveness. Before going into the specific measure 

of national RET sectors’ competitiveness through export, patent and energy production data, 

it is conducive to examine how others have measured national competitiveness.  

The WEF Global Competitiveness Index of the Global Competitiveness Report 

mentioned in section 2.2 above includes over 100 variables of which two thirds stem from 

survey data and one third from statistical data of publicly available sources. The survey data 

are drawn from experts based in institutions in the surveyed countries, such as independent 

research centers, economics departments and business associations. Each indicator is part of 

one of the 12 “pillars of competitiveness” in three areas: Basic requirements, efficiency 

enhancers, and innovation and sophistication factors (WEF 2010, 4-9).
12

 The three areas are 

divided along consecutive development steps that countries allegedly go through in their 

development. The analysis results in aggregate and separate rankings for 139 economies 

based on specific scores for each. 

The IMD’s World Competitiveness Yearbook rankings are established using a similar 

methodology as that of the WEF, but with some differences. 59 countries are analyzed 

according to four main factors: Economic performance, government efficiency, business 

efficiency, and infrastructure. These are divided into 20 sub-factors, which contain more than 

300 individual criteria
13

. In terms of data sources to evaluate the criteria for the countries, 

IMD draws mainly on statistical data from international and regional organizations and 

private institutes, and complements them with results from a yearly opinion survey. IMD has 

a worldwide network of around 60 partner institutions to improve data reliability (IMD 2011; 

IMD 2010). 

The WEF as well as IMD have a broader approach to competitiveness as they produce 

aggregate measures of national competiveness, while this study aims to measure the 

competitiveness of a specific sector. Nonetheless, the work is useful as some of the individual 

indicators that flow into the overall ones are identified as useful for the present analysis as 

shown below. 

The Georgia Institute of Technology’s High Tech Indicators measure specifically 

technological competitiveness and are thereby more narrow then the two indices above. They 

                                                 
11 For details on the EU’s climate and energy package including the burden sharing for non-ETS secotrs, see: 

http://ec.europa.eu/clima/documentation/package/index_en.htm 
12 For the 12 pillars in detail see the report’s p. 4-9, available at: 

http://www3.weforum.org/docs/WEF_GlobalCompetitivenessReport_2010-11.pdf 
13 The full list of criteria according to various factors is available at: 

http://www.imd.org/research/publications/wcy/upload/All_criteria_list.pdf 
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are relevant in the context of this study as it examines a specific technology sector - RETs. 

The institute produces two indicators, the “traditional” version that includes trade and survey 

data and the “statistical” that includes only trade data. The indicators, covering 33 countries, 

are divided into four input factors and one output factor. The input factors are: socioeconomic 

infrastructure, technological infrastructure, national orientation (evidence of “action to 

improve technological competitiveness”), and productive capacity (A. L. Porter et al. 2008, 

29-30). The output factor is termed technological standing. The statistical components are the 

value of high-tech exports and the value of electronics exports.  

With these concrete measures of country competitiveness in mind, the next sections will 

turn to the construction of measures specifically for country RET sectors taking into account 

relevant constraints. 

 

 

3.3 Measuring export competitiveness 

 

Export competitiveness is one approach to measuring economic competitiveness. As ex-post 

indicators, export figures are performance measures that give information on the outcome of 

the competitiveness process.  In this section multiple export indicators with different nuances 

are constructed and discussed.  

 

3.3.1 Exports in absolute figures 

 

Arguably the most direct measure of national competitiveness is comparing country shares of 

world exports. In doing so, the totality or a sub-component of a country’s exports can be 

measured. The latter will be undertaken for this study as it aims to gauge the competitiveness 

of the RET sectors wind and solar PV. The Georgia Institute of Technology’s High Tech 

Indicators outlined above are an example of such a competitiveness assessment among 

countries for a specific sector based on absolute numbers (A. L. Porter et al. 2008). 

For this export measure, values of absolute exports of wind and solar PV components 

are presented graphically for the country sample. This is followed by a presentation of the 

absolute figures as shares of total exports in the technologies. In terms of time range for these 

statistics, the yearly average of the three years 2007 through 2009 is chosen. These years’ 

figures are deemed relevant for the forming of national post-Kyoto climate policies as 

submitted to the Copenhagen Accord after the 2009 UNFCCC COP15. The multi-year 

average also balances possible shorter term spikes and effects of the economic crisis since 

2008. 

So far the absolute trade figures (and their shares) were examined statically for the 

specified time period. Under the assumption that changes in economic competitiveness can 

change related policies, it also makes sense to undertake a dynamic examination. In their 

systematic competitiveness study Wijnands et al. include absolute percentage changes in 

export shares among the indicators in their assessment (Wijnands et al. 2008). Following their 

approach, this study adopts the measure which recognizes the zero-sum nature of changes in 

shares. If one country’s share rises, this has to be matched by a decline of the same magnitude 
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for other countries. Further, this indicator reflects market size. As absolute growth rates are 

reflected, a small exporter with a large relative increase will not have much market impact 

while a large exporter with a small relative increase will have a significant impact. For 

example, in the case that in time period t1 the share’s percentage is 10 and in t2 it is 15, the 

absolute change counted is 5 percent, the same if the numbers were 90 and 95 percent 

respectively (Wijnands et al. 2008, 421).  

For comparison, another dynamic measure, Compound Annual Growth Rates (CAGRs), 

is presented to also show changes in exports independently of the dimension of a country’s 

exports. This measure would for example show strong exports growth for a country even if its 

figures are small compared to other countries and would thus not show in the previous, 

absolute change measure. Such a measure is deemed relevant nonetheless as fast growth could 

impact policy. 

For both dynamic measures, the time range 2004 to 2009 has been chosen as it is 

deemed both long enough to allow for significant changes as well as short enough to be 

relevant for the climate policies examined of 2009 and after.  

 

3.3.2 Exports adjusted by total exports and GDP 

 

Until now the export measures of competitiveness have been based on absolute export figures. 

While representing valid measures of competitiveness these will generally tend to favor large 

economies as, other factors being equal, they will be able to export more. Size arguably has an 

impact on competitiveness, as it allows generating economies of scale and more spillover 

effects. The drawback to this approach is that it puts smaller economies at an inherent 

disadvantage in the measure of competitiveness. To address this, a second approach based on 

relative measures is included.  

Among their numerous indicators, the competitiveness indices by the WEF and IMD 

include measures of export competitiveness based on the assumption that national 

competitiveness also hinges on trade success. The WEF employs exports of goods and 

services as a percentage of GDP (WEF 2010). The IMD uses three indicators in this field: 

Exports of goods as a percentage of GDP; exports broken down by economic sector as a 

percentage of total exports; and high-tech exports as a percentage of total manufactured 

exports (IMD 2011). 

Following these examples, this study employs absolute export figures adjusted by total 

exports and GDP. These are relevant competitiveness measures, as they give information on 

how significant RET sectors are relative to all exports and for the economy overall. One can 

reasonably presume that not only national RET sectors successful relative to other countries’ 

sectors, but also sectors domestically successful relative to total national exports and GDP 

could have impact on national climate policy. 

This relative approach to wind and solar PV competitiveness is operationalized and 

graphically presented by dividing the absolute shares (from the first approach) by total 

national exports and by GDP
14

. The time range is again 2007 through 2009. 

                                                 
14 In each year’s current US$. 
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3.3.3 Revealed Comparative Advantage Index 

 

Also among the five indicators constructed by Wijnands et al. in their competitiveness study 

mentioned above (Wijnands et al. 2008), is the Revealed Comparative Advantage Index (also 

known as the Balassa Index
15

). The Revealed Comparative Advantage Index is used to 

measure an economy’s export potential and is therefore deemed as appropriate to measure 

competitiveness of RET sectors. The World Bank describes the index as follows (World Bank 

2010): 

 

Measures of revealed comparative advantage (RCA) have been used to help assess a 

country’s export potential. The RCA indicates whether a country is in the process of 

extending the products in which it has a trade potential, as opposed to situations in 

which the number of products that can be competitively exported is static. It can also 

provide useful information about potential trade prospects with new partners. 

Countries with similar RCA profiles are unlikely to have high bilateral trade 

intensities unless intraindustry trade is involved. RCA measures, if estimated at high 

levels of product disaggregation, can focus attention on other nontraditional products 

that might be successfully exported. The RCA index of country i for product j is often 

measured by the product’s share in the country’s exports in relation to its share in 

world trade: 

 

RCAij = (xij/Xit) / (xwj/Xwt) 

 

Where xij and xwj are the values of country’s exports of product j and world exports of 

product j and where Xit and Xwt refer to the country’s total exports and world total 

exports. A value of less than unity [one] implies that the country has a revealed 

comparative disadvantage in the product. Similarly, if the index exceeds unity, the 

country is said to have a revealed comparative advantage in the product. 

 

For this study the export products (xij and xwj) are solar PV and wind components. In order to 

give a dynamic perspective, two time periods are presented: the average of 2002 and 2003 and 

the average of 2008 and 2009. This time range is considered relevant to the climate policies as 

submitted to the Copenhagen Accord. Averages of each of the two year sets are used to even 

out possible one year spikes. In the same chart the growth rates between the two periods are 

shown for each country.  

This final exports-based indicator concludes the section on export measures of 

competitiveness. The next section will outline the methodology used to measure 

competitiveness of RET sectors through patent data. 

 

 

                                                 
15 B. Balassa introduced the index in 1965 (see Balassa 1965). 
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3.4 Measuring competitiveness through patents 

 

As described in section 2.4 above, patent data are a valuable source to measure innovation and 

thereby competitiveness. In addition to indicating ex-post success, as export figures primarily 

do, patents can also give an indication on future competitiveness. To measure the 

competitiveness of countries’ RET sectors, patent data related to wind and solar PV 

technologies are utilized. 

The quantification is carried out by counting international patent applications per 

country filed through the Patent Cooperation Treaty (PCT) of the United Nations World 

Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO). PCT applications are chosen rather than other 

available counts as the higher application costs for international patents mean that only higher 

value patents are included. Thus the drawback of variable patent values is reduced and only 

more economically relevant patents included, which is essential for gauging economic 

competitiveness. Also, by counting international applications, the so called ‘home bias’ is 

reduced which refers to the generally higher propensity to patent at home. This would have 

occurred by counting, for example, European Patent Office (EPO) applications, or even those 

at a national patent office, only. 

Counts are retrieved per country for the country of residence of the applicant. 

Applicants, in practice usually companies, are chosen as they best reflect the economic 

interest groups in the individual countries that might play a role in that country’s climate 

policy process. Applicants have deemed an invention to be of economic value and thus 

decided to patent. For international companies the applicant country is usually where the 

headquarters of the companies are located. The OECD describes ‘Applicants' country’ as 

(OECD undated): 

 

The applicant is the owner of the patent at the time of application (most often a firm, 

sometimes a government body or an individual). Patent counts by applicants tend to 

measure the degree of control on patents by each country's residents, wherever the 

invention is made. It reflects the innovativeness of firms of a given country, whatever 

the location of their research facilities. 

 

Priority dates of applications are used in order to reflect inventive performance in the 

countries (OECD 2009, 62). The priority date corresponds to the first filing worldwide and is 

therefore closest to the invention date. The priority date marks the beginning of a 12 month 

period in which the applicant can apply for protection of the same invention in other countries. 

Due to the fact that claimed priorities patents are filed in several countries, the analysis is 

further restricted to higher value inventions (Dechezleprêtre et al. 2009, 17). 

The analyzed time periods are 1997 through 2008 and a sub-set thereof: 2007 and 2008. 

1997 was chosen as the start year as the Kyoto Protocol led to the general surge in 

international patenting (see e.g. UNEP, ICTSD, and EPO 2010). The 12-year range is 

adequate as often considerable time passes after patent applications and actual economic 

relevance of the inventions. For more recent patents, the relevance might only materialize in 

the future. The end date was given, as data are only available up to then. However, this is 
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satisfactory as only competitiveness metrics are taken into account that could have played a 

role in country climate policies as submitted to the Copenhagen Accord. The years 2007 and 

2008 are selected as a comparison range, as more recently many countries have engaged in 

more intensive renewables patenting; and above average patenting here can indicate that 

countries are “catching-up”. 

First, country shares of overall patenting are presented graphically for the two 

technologies separately and combined. In order to address the drawback that absolute figures 

generally favor large countries (already raised for absolute export figures above) the patent 

application counts per country are made comparable by normalizing them by GDP in 

purchasing power parity (PPP) terms.
16

 The latter data are also shown graphically, for each 

technology. 

 

 

3.5 Data 

 

This section describes which data were used for the analysis from which sources. Data were 

retrieved for a specific set of 29 countries and the EU, as these are most relevant for this study. 

The countries are listed in Annex II. The selection resulted according to specific criteria: The 

countries deemed the most relevant players in the international climate negotiations 

(UNFCCC); a large enough sample to establish correlations between competitiveness and 

climate policy; the main players in renewable energies; and, in order to allow stronger results, 

countries with small or no renewable energies industries. The chosen sample includes the G20 

members (except Indonesia as noted above), which are relevant for climate policy as they 

together account for around 80 percent of global greenhouse gas emissions. Additionally, for 

reference, the world average or rest of the world will often be shown in the results. 

 

3.5.1 Emission reduction commitments data 

 

The climate policies accounted for are official country submissions to the Copenhagen 

Accord under the UNFCCC.
17

 The original submissions deadline was shortly after UNFCCC 

COP15 where the Accord was negotiated. Many of the commitments were already declared in 

the run-up to the COP but became official only as submissions. These are also taken up in 

more recent UNFCCC documents (e.g.: UNFCCC 2011a; UNFCCC 2011b). The submissions 

take a different form according to the category of country under the UNFCCC. Annex I 

parties, generally industrialized countries, commit to “quantified economy-wide emission 

reduction targets for 2020”, while Non-Annex I parties, officially developing countries,  

undertake “nationally appropriate mitigation actions”. Annex I shows the figures of emission 

reduction commitments for the selected countries as used in this study. 

 

  

                                                 
16 Data, at constant 2005 US$ prices, is used as retrieved from the World Bank’s World Development Indicators 

database (World Bank 2011), available at: http://databank.worldbank.org/ 
17 Retrievable from: http://unfccc.int/meetings/cop_15/copenhagen_accord/items/5262.php 
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3.5.2 Exports data 

 

The data for the export competitiveness assessment stem from the United Nation’s 

COMTRADE database
18

, the “largest depository of international trade data” that includes 

trade figures from over 170 countries coded according to standardized formats (UN Statistics 

Division 2010). The COMTRADE queries were executed through the World Bank’s WITS 

interface
19

. 

A major challenge in the operationalization of export competitiveness measures is the 

identification of traded RET goods. The comprehensive Harmonized System (HS) coding 

standard does not classify goods precisely according to the renewables technologies examined. 

Instead, component categories have codes that can be used for these technologies, but 

possibly also for other products. For wind energy generation, for example, components such 

as wind-turbine blades and wind towers which are mostly used for this purpose have codes, 

but also ball bearings, gearboxes, electronic control equipment and other parts that can also be 

incorporated in many non-wind energy products. 

For the queries executed in this study, the six-digit HS codes for wind and solar PV-

relevant goods, as identified by Jha, were drawn on (Jha 2009). Thereby the challenge of 

choosing the relevant codes was overcome to a large extent. Nevertheless, as Jha herself 

writes, the figures for identified components should be understood as “trade in components 

that may, at least in part, be exposed to developments in the RES sector” rather than explicit 

“trade in renewable energy supply products” (Jha 2009, 3-4). Out of the large number of 

identified codes, Jha describes only one – for wind turbines – as having the “single use” of 

renewable energy generation. To ensure meaningful analysis, this study uses a set of codes 

much smaller than Jha’s to reduce the inclusion of non-RET relevant trade that 

simultaneously inevitably includes multiple use components. 

For solar energy – including solar PV as well as concentrated solar power and solar 

thermal – Jha identified 16 relevant HS codes. Out of these only the code for solar PV 

modules was counted, which also includes irrelevant LEDs. Due to the low share of the latter, 

Jha nevertheless considers it reliable for measuring trade in PV modules (Jha 2009, 56). For 

wind energy components Jha identifies 29 codes from which the three most relevant ones 

were chosen. See Annex III for a list of codes used. Conservatively only selecting the most 

relevant codes for the two RETs underestimates the actual trade in the RETs but ensures that 

the inclusion of unrelated components is greatly reduced leading to a more reliable scope. In 

her analysis Jha found that in the large majority of cases the highest exporters for “single use” 

renewable energy components were also high exporters for the broader scope of products. She 

ascribes this to these countries’ general industrial export capabilities (Jha 2009, xii). In other 

words, it seems that the narrow scope proportionately reflects relatively well the picture that 

would appear taking a broader scope. 

 

  

                                                 
18 Available at: http://comtrade.un.org/ 
19 Available at: http://wits.worldbank.org/ 
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3.5.3 Patent data 

 

The source for patent data related to RETs is the OECD’s OECD.Stat database (OECD 

2011).
20

 Due to data availability it is now possible for this study to specifically examine the 

RETs wind and solar PV. Thereby a common problem of operationalizing analysis is solved. 

The OECD writes that when examining specific types of innovation – such as “eco-innovation” 

– it is often difficult to distinguish between eco-innovation and other types of innovation 

(OECD 2008, 24-25). As for specifically measuring eco-innovation through patent counts, in 

2008 the OECD still highlighted that the often ambiguous patent classifications make analysis 

difficult, especially without a close examination of a considerable number of patents (OECD 

2008, 35 pp.). This issue has now been resolved for RETs and other clean energy technologies. 

This study is one of the first to draw on a very recent reclassification of patent 

documents on an international level undertaken by the EPO. That massive task consisted in 

reviewing more than 60 million patent records in order to classify them according to roughly 

50 technical categories related to clean energy technologies. A joint UNEP, EPO, ICTSD-

study on patents and clean energy was the research project that prompted and let to the new 

classification (UNEP, ICTSD, and EPO 2010). Before this major reclassification effort, it was 

often very difficult to determine whether certain patents were related to clean energy 

technologies or not. In mid-April 2011 the OECD imported the detailed RETs categories from 

the reclassification into its OECD.Stat database. This study draws on a sub-section of the 

clean energy technology patent classification, “energy generation through renewable energy 

sources” (classification code Y02E10) and therein the categories solar photovoltaic energy 

(Y02E10/50) and wind energy (Y02E10/70). For a detailed list of the technologies included in 

these two categories and how they are embedded into the broader classification system, see 

Annex IV. 

                                                 
20 Available at: http://stats.oecd.org/ 
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4 Empirical analysis 

 

4.1 Emission reduction commitments 

 

Chart 1 - 2020 emission reduction commitments relative to 1990 

 

 
NB: Argentina submitted non-quantifiable NAMAs to the Copenhagen Accord; Turkey and Saudi Arabia have 

made no submissions to the Copenhagen Accord to date. 

 

The data on 2020 emission reduction commitments relative to 1990 are shown in Chart 1 

above
21

. The bars colored in red indicate Non-Annex I parties while the ones in blue represent 

Annex I parties. It is evident that the former have more ambitious emission reduction 

commitments according to this metric, with all except Canada and the United States 

committing to net reductions in emissions. China, Singapore and India have the lowest 

reduction commitments targeting (average) increases of more than 100 percent. No bars are 

shown for Argentina, Turkey and Saudi Arabia, which have no quantifiable emission 

reduction commitments. Of the three, only Argentina has submitted Nationally Appropriate 

Mitigation Actions (NAMAs) to the Copenhagen Accord under the UNFCCC. The three 

countries are grouped at the extreme left of the chart, as they can be considered to have the 

least ambitious climate policies. The rest of section 4 will discuss the results of the 

competitiveness indicators. 

 

 

  

                                                 
21 This and all other charts are created by the author with data from the sources described in section 3.5 Data. 
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4.2 Export indicator results 

 

4.2.1 Absolute export figures 

 

The first measure of export competitiveness of RET sectors is on the basis of absolute export 

figures. Chart 2 below shows the yearly average solar PV and wind component exports by 

country for 2007 through 2009. 

 

Chart 2 - Solar PV & wind component exports per year (2007-2009 avg.) in billion US$  

 

 

 

With combined solar PV and wind exports worth more than US$ 10 billion, China is clearly 

the country with the most exports, mainly due to solar PV components’ exports. Germany and 

Japan have similar values at around US$ 6 billion. Out of total world exports worth US$ 42.1 

billion, the country set examined covers 90.5 percent, with the rest of the world (RoW) 

making up only US$ 4 billion. Denmark and the United States are also major exporters with 

more than US$ 2 billion each. The rest of the examined countries export US$ 1 billion or less, 

down to Saudi Arabia with close to none. 

 

4.2.2 Export shares 

 

The absolute numbers of export values in Chart 2 above are converted into shares of world 

exports for the two types of components in Chart 3 and Chart 4 respectively below. Only 

countries above a certain threshold (indicated in the caption above each chart) are labeled.  
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Chart 3 - Share of world exports of wind energy components (countries above 1.5%), 2007-2009 

 

 

 

Chart 3 above identifies Denmark and Germany as by far the largest exporters of wind energy 

components. Five countries follow holding 7.5 to ca. 5 percent of world exports. Overall, the 

top nine countries make up over three quarters of the world exports. 

 
Chart 4 - Share of world exports of solar PV components (countries above 1.5%), 2007-2009 
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Chart 4 above shows the distribution of solar PV component exports, with China by far the 

largest exporter with around 30 percent. Japan and Germany rank second and third with 

similar shares (17 and 15 percent respectively). Together with the United States, these four 

top countries make up ca. two thirds of world exports. Thus the solar PV market is even more 

concentrated than the one for wind components. 

Chart 5 below combines the two pie charts above to show the shares for exports of 

components for both technologies together. It can be seen that also here nine countries make 

up more than three quarters of total exports. In summary, measured in absolute terms, a few 

countries are currently dominating the world market, with China, Germany and Japan clearly 

on top and Denmark and the United States also leaders but to a lesser extent. 

 

Chart 5 - Share of world exports of wind & solar PV components (countries 0.5% and above), 2007-2009 

 

 
 

 

 

4.2.3 Change in export shares and absolute exports 

 

After a static view of countries’ exports and their shares in recent years, the next two charts 

present a dynamic view each of the two RETs respectively. Chart 6 and Chart 7 below show 

the absolute change in percentages of export shares and the Compound Annual Growth Rate 

(CAGR) of exports for each country from 2004 to 2009, respectively.  
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Chart 6 - Absolute change in export shares & CAGR for wind component exports, 2004-2009 

 

 

 

For wind energy component exports (Chart 6 above), particularly Spain and Germany, but 

also India, China, and Japan have gained world export shares more than the country set 

average, at the expense of other EU member states (particularly Denmark) as well as Canada. 

The CAGR trend has a generally parallel tendency to the absolute figures. 

The absolute changes, measured on the left-hand axis, show that for a large majority of 

countries the absolute shares have changed relatively little. This is particularly the case for 

solar PV component exports, shown in Chart 7 below, which see major changes only for the 

top exporters identified above. China has seen a remarkable growth in its share (as identified 

in Chart 4 above. The EU member states overall and also Germany have seen significant 

growth. At the other extreme, the still significant exporter Japan has seen its absolute share 

drop steeply. The United States has also lost a part of its share, although to a much lesser 

extent.  

The general picture for solar PV exports (Chart 7 below) is similar to the one for 

wind exports above, but with less variation in the absolute export shares. The same chart 

shows the CAGR for each country’s export figure during the same time range. As can be expected, there 

is a general parallel tendency, with China, for example, seeing high, and above average, growth – leading 

to its much higher share of world exports – and Japan none – leading to constant export values and, due to 

increasing world exports, a falling share in these. There are some interesting extremes though, such as 

Turkey, which has seen a CAGR of around 90 percent - however, starting from a low base it still holds a 

small overall share. Meanwhile, Saudi Arabia had virtually no exports in 2009 and thereby a CAGR of 

minus 100 percent. 
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Chart 7 - Absolute change in export shares & CAGR for solar PV component exports, 2004-2009 

 

 

 

 

In summary, under the perspective of changes in the technologies’ exports shares, China, 

Germany, Spain and India have benefited most, while Japan, Denmark and the United States 

have lost the most. 

 

4.2.4 GDP and total exports adjusted figures 

 

The above export measures of competitiveness have been based on absolute export figures. 

The next two charts show the RETs’ exports adjusted by total exports, in Chart 8, and by GDP, 

in Chart 9. Chart 8 clearly shows the large importance of wind components in Denmark’s 

exports, which make up more than two percent of its total exports. With quite a distance, 

Japan and China are the next two countries under this measure. They both have a much more 

significant weight of solar PV than wind components in their exports. At the other extreme 

Saudi Arabia and Russia both have negligible RET shares of total exports.  
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Chart 8 - Wind and solar PV component exports' share of total exports, 2007-2009 

 

 
 

Chart 9 - Wind and solar PV component exports' share of GDP (Current USD), 2007-2009 
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Chart 9 above shows RETs component exports as shares of GDP. This adjusted measure also 

shows the significance of wind exports in the Danish economy, making up about 0.75 percent 

of it. Interestingly, for Singapore RET exports are much more important relative to its overall 

economy than to its total exports, showing the magnitude of goods not produced in the 

country but traded through it. 

 

4.2.5 Revealed Comparative Advantage Index 

 

The final exports-based competitiveness measure is Revealed Comparative Advantage (RCA) 

Indices for wind and solar PV component exports. As described in section 3.3.3 above, RCA 

indices give information on a countries’ export potential. The charts below show this measure 

for each of the two technologies separately as well as in aggregation. The average of two time 

periods, 2002/2003 and 2008/2009, arranged by the latter one, is represented in each chart. To 

show relative growth, the change rate between the two time periods is indicated for each 

country. 

Chart 10 below, for wind components, shows that Denmark has by far the largest RCA. 

India and Spain follow at a large distance. In relative terms, Denmark has lost a large share of 

its RCA though, with India, Spain and also Germany growing at more than 170 percent each. 

Israel has seen more than 450 percent growth for wind, although from a very low base. More 

than half the countries examined have seen stagnant or negatively growing RCA for wind 

components. 

Chart 11 below, for solar PV components, shows that the largest RCAs are held by 

China and Japan followed by Germany and Sweden. China has seen the highest growth in the 

country set, close to 400 percent, while Japan has had negative growth, among the lowest in 

the set. This has led Japan to lose the considerable advantage it had in time period one to 

China, which is slightly above Japan in time period two. 
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Chart 10 - Wind component exports: Revealed Comparative Advantage Index (RCA) and RCA change 

rates, 2002/2003 avg. and 2008/2009 avg. 

 

 
 

Chart 11 - Solar PV component exports: Revealed Comparative Advantage Index (RCA) and RCA 

change rates, 2002/2003 avg. and 2008/2009 avg. 
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In comparing wind (Chart 10) and solar PV (Chart 11) above there is a significantly different 

range in RCA values (left-hand scale) between the two charts. This is due to the overall much 

larger values of solar PV exports as visible in Chart 2 above for absolute export values of the 

two technologies.  

For the two technologies combined, Chart 12 shows that the countries with the highest 

RCAs are the leaders in each technology above: Denmark and China. Among the countries 

with the lowest RCAs are the Non-Annex I countries Saudi Arabia, Russia, Argentina and 

Israel, even though the latter has seen the second highest growth in RCA for wind and solar 

component exports. Due to the volumes discussed above, the chart resembles more the chart 

for solar PV (Chart 11) than the one for wind (Chart 10). Therefore a conclusion drawn from 

this export indicators section is that, due to international market sizes of the two technologies 

examined, solar PV exports are more significant those of wind for the relative 

competitiveness between countries. 

 

 

Chart 12 - Wind and solar PV component exports: Revealed Comparative Advantage Index (RCA) and 

RCA growth rates, 2002/2003 avg. and 2008/2009 avg. 
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4.3 Patent indicator results 

 

4.3.1 Absolute patent shares 

 

The first approach to international patent data as a competitiveness measure is the comparison 

of absolute patenting in the two RETs wind and solar PV. Chart 13 and Chart 14 show the 

distributions of patent applications among countries for each technology from 1997 to 2008. 

For both technologies Germany, the United States and Japan are among the top four with 

Denmark being the third country for wind patents. For solar PV (Chart 14) patenting is very 

concentrated, with the top four countries making up more than three quarters of applications. 

For wind patents (Chart 13) the picture is less stark with ten countries making up more than 

three quarters of it.  
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Chart 13 - International patent applications (PCT) in wind energy technologies by applicant country, 

share of world total (countries above 1%), 1997-2008 

 

 

 

Chart 14 - International patent applications (PCT) in solar PV energy technologies by applicant country, 

share of world total (countries 1% and above), 1997-2008 
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For both technologies combined the patent applications are presented in Chart 15 below. The 

United States make up more than a quarter of patent applications, followed by Japan with a 

fifth and Germany with 15 percent. It is evident that the country set makes up virtually all 

patent applications with seven countries making up more than three quarters of applications. 

 

 

Chart 15 - International patent applications (PCT) in solar PV and wind energy technologies by applicant 

country, share of world total (countries 1% and above), 1997-2008 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4.3.2 GDP adjusted figures 

 

So far absolute figures of patent applications were presented. As with the exports data above, 

GDP adjusted figures are also presented for patents in Chart 16 below. Patents in the two 

technologies are differentiated by color. Two time ranges are shown, 1997 to 2008 as for the 

absolute patent numbers above, and a sub-range thereof, 2007 to 2008, to show more recent 

trends.  

Adjusted for country size, Denmark’s wind patenting stands out even more compared to 

the other countries. Five other European countries follow Denmark for wind patenting for the 

broader time range. For the same time range, regarding solar PV, Switzerland, Japan and 

Israel lead. The countries that have accelerated their patenting most, expressed through the 

more recent time range, are, for wind, Denmark and to a lesser extent Spain, Norway and 

Germany. For solar PV patents, Sweden has the highest figure and largest difference between 
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the time ranges. Japan and Israel follow, although they have increased much less. A large 

increase in yearly patenting across all countries is visible comparing the two time ranges. 

  

 

Chart 16 - International patent applications (PCT) in wind and solar PV energy technologies by applicant 

country, average per year, per US$ billion GDP (PPP, 2005 constant) 

 

 

 

 

 

4.4 Scatterplots: Climate policies and competitiveness indicators 

 

The above sections have graphically presented emission reduction commitments and a variety 

of exports and patent data-based competitiveness indicators of national RET sectors. This 

section undertakes graphical exploratory analyses combining the climate policies in terms of 

emission reduction commitments and select competitiveness measures. The most relevant 

measures for the two RETs combined are explored. For the climate policies, Argentina, 

Turkey and Saudi Arabia are grouped at the lower end as they do not have (quantifiable) 

submissions to the Copenhagen Accord. The spelled out country names for the ISO codes 

used in the charts are listed in Annex II (page 65). 

Chart 17 below shows the absolute export figures for the two RETs and the emission 

reduction commitments. It is followed by Chart 18 that shows the export figures adjusted by 

total exports, and the commitments. 
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Chart 17 - Wind and solar PV exports/year (2007-2009 avg.) in US$ billion & 2020 emission reduction commitments on 1990 
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Chart 18 - Wind and solar PV exports share of total exports (2007-2009) & 2020 emission reduction commitments on 1990 
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In comparing the two scatterplots that integrate export data, there seems to be a stronger 

correlation between competitiveness and policy for the measure adjusting for countries’ total 

exports (Chart 18) than for the one based on absolute export figures (Chart 17). Some country 

positions in the chart support a correlation trend, such as Germany and Japan with large 

exports and high commitments, and Turkey and Saudi Arabia with the opposite. China stands 

out as a major exporter with low reduction commitments. 

Chart 18 shows Denmark as a far outlier due to its high share of wind component 

exports. A more detailed examination of the chart allows identification of a general 

correlation trend separately for each of the two country groups (Annex I and Non-Annex I). 

For Annex I countries, a correlation trend is visible with Germany, Sweden and Norway being 

among the countries with the highest competitiveness and most ambitious policies. Spain and 

Japan stand out somewhat, both being very competitive but in the mid field for climate 

policies. At the other end, Russia and Canada support a correlation with both weak 

competitiveness and climate commitments, in the Annex I group. For the Non-Annex I 

countries, a correlation trend is only somewhat visible with Korea and South Africa having 

relatively high competitiveness and commitments. China can be considered an outlier with 

strong competitiveness (comparable to Japan’s) but only medium climate policy with five 

Non-Annex I countries both above and five below it in terms of climate commitments. India 

is a similar case being lower in climate policy but also in competitiveness. 

For reference, Chart 19 below gives an overview of the combined RCAs in relation to 

the emission reduction commitments. The two charts above incorporating exports are 

somewhat reflected. 

The chart is followed by Chart 20 that shows the patent applications in absolute terms 

and the commitments; and by Chart 21 that shows the patent application figures adjusted by 

GDP, together with the commitments. To ease reading, both charts have a logarithmic x-axis 

scale.
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Chart 19 - Revealed Comparative Advantage Index for wind and solar PV component exports (logarithmic scale), 2008/2009 avg. & 2020 emission reduction 

commitments on 1990 
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Chart 20 International patent applications (PCT) in wind and solar PV energy technologies by applicant country, 1997-2008 (logarithmic scale) & 2020 emission 

reduction commitments on 1990 
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Chart 21 - International patent applications (PCT) in wind and solar PV energy technologies by applicant country, average per year, 1997-2008, per US$ billion GDP 

(PPP, 2005 constant, logarithmic scale) & 2020 emission reduction commitments on 1990 
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For both scatterplots that integrate patent data above, a general correlation trend can be 

observed between the level of competitiveness and of the commitments. Chart 20, showing 

absolute figures, shows the trend slightly stronger than Chart 21 showing GDP-adjusted 

figures. 

In again examining the Annex I and Non-Annex I groups separately, the non-adjusted 

Chart 20 shows a stronger general correlation between the two variables among the Non-

Annex I countries. Clear outliers are Mexico, Brazil and South Africa, with relatively strong 

commitments but low competitiveness. Comparing these outliers with the Annex I countries 

overall makes a correlation visible however. Among only Annex I countries a correlation 

trend is less strong. Setting the Annex I subgroup in relation to all of the Non-Annex I 

countries though, shows a correlation. Germany stands out here as a country with a very high 

commitment and as the third country in terms of patents. 

Chart 21, with GDP-adjusted patent figures, although less clear than the previous chart, 

does show a certain correlation trend. Denmark, Germany and Sweden are all cases of 

countries with relatively ambitious climate policies and high competitiveness. The opposite is 

the case for India, Argentina, Turkey, and Saudi Arabia (off chart due to lack of patents). 

Outliers are Brazil with very low competitiveness but a “medium” climate policy and Israel 

with a relatively high competitiveness and but low climate policy ambitiousness. 

The four exploratory graphical representations above have visualized countries’ 

absolute and adjusted competitiveness measures drawing on exports and patents data and have 

examined correlations with emission reduction commitments. These findings are discussed in 

view of the initial hypothesis in the next section. 
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5 Interpretation of findings 

 

The previous section has empirically analyzed a series of different competitiveness measures 

for countries’ RET industries. The last part of section 4 has visualized the most relevant 

measures together with countries’ emissions reduction commitments. Three measures of 

competitiveness with exports data and two with patent data were presented. For each category, 

one competitiveness measure employed absolute figures and the other a normalized figure to 

adjust for country size. The interpretation of the scatterplot charts is instrumental in testing the 

hypothesis of the study, that the more competitive a country’s RET sectors is, the more 

ambitious that country’s climate policy will be. 

Taking a broad perspective, the overall correlation trends identified in the empirical 

analyses give support to the hypothesis. However, despite general identifiable correlations 

between the two variables, these were not clear-cut. 

For the examinations of correlations between export data and emission reduction 

commitments, China and India were identified as marked outliers to a correlation, particularly 

for the adjusted measure. As explained in Annex I, for these two countries with emissions 

intensity targets, the midpoints in emission reduction commitment “forecasts” were chosen. 

The hypothesis would see stronger support if a higher point is reached, but the opposite would 

be possible as well. Singapore’s outlier position can be interpreted as being so due to the fact 

that much of the trade volume attributed to the country seems to be RET components that are 

not produced in the country itself, but are only traded through it. Such re-exports can arguably 

not be expected to contribute as much to competitiveness as exports that are produced in the 

country. 

The individual examination of the two country groups under the UNFCCC resulted in 

separate correlation patterns for each. This can be interpreted as being related to the generally 

different economic development levels of the two groups – the very criterion for the groups’ 

differentiation in the first place. Both highly heterogeneous by themselves, they each contain 

more and less competitive countries. In terms of climate policies however, the Annex I 

countries are above (or at), and the Non-Annex I countries below, the horizontal axis, due to 

the different expectations and capabilities for the level of emissions commitments. For the 

Annex I country group a better differentiation in terms of climate targets and thereby possibly 

stronger support for the hypothesis is imaginable. A majority of countries in the group is 

indicated as having a 20 percent reduction commitment. However, better data availability for 

EU countries could result in a more differentiated picture. The Japanese case, with very high 

competitiveness but only medium policy could be explained by the relative loss of export 

competitiveness since 2002/2003, as shown for RCA in RET exports in Chart 12 (page 38).  

The examinations of patent data identified general correlations with climate 

commitments giving support to the hypothesis. The results can be interpreted as reflecting the 

overall more advanced patenting among Annex I than among Non-Annex I countries. 

Adjusted for country size, Korea, Israel and Singapore stand out with high patenting. Not 

coincidentally these three can be considered more sophisticated knowledge economies 

relative to the other Non-Annex I countries. As with exports above, a further differentiation 
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among EU countries would be useful to gain more clarity about the relationship between the 

variables among the Annex I countries. 

That the macro perspective on such a diverse set of countries does not result in 

unequivocal results is not surprising. It does seem that there is an impact of competitiveness 

of RETs on climate policies. However, naturally there are many forces at work, 

competitiveness only being one variable among many at play.  

A useful theoretical framework to put the analysis into perspective is provided by Foxon 

who proposes a “co-evolutionary theory for the transition to a low-carbon economy” (Foxon 

2010). His framework is based on the co-evolution of technologies, institutions, business 

strategies and user practices, within a multi-level framework. These evolving systems are 

identified as central to understanding economic and industrial changes. The approach aims to 

identify the causal mutual influences between the systems and is proposed for conducting 

various types of analyses including studying the interaction between social and technological 

elements within transition pathways towards a low carbon energy system. It is thereby 

appropriate to study the interactions between climate policy and economic competitiveness. 

Foxon’s institutions system is broadly defined and includes formal ones such as regulatory 

frameworks and property rights as well as informal norms and conventions. The climate 

policies examined in this study thereby clearly fall under this system. The competitiveness 

measures, as partly outcomes of business activities, can be ascribed to the business strategies 

system. However due to the high relevance of technological aspects of the RETs, the 

technologies system is relevant as well.  

Within countries, as well as internationally, these three systems arguably interact. They 

mutually influence each other and determine their change and path dependencies. Business 

strategies affect the implementation of RETs and the investments into their innovation. This 

occurs within regulatory frameworks, for example Kyoto Protocol implementation policies in 

many countries. A particular relationship between systems is of interest in this study: That 

business can affect change of regulatory frameworks in favor of their business strategies and 

technologies by lobbying (Foxon 2010, 20). In other words, that more ambitious climate 

policies are pursued in favor of RET industries. 

To explore indications that the identified correlations are related to the interaction 

between the systems business and institutions further empirical research was conducted. 

Information was collected from actors of RET sectors through interviews and questionnaires. 

To be relevant for this analysis, only companies and associations explicitly dealing with wind 

and/or solar PV, or entities at least highly focused on these technologies, were targeted. A list 

of the interview partners and questionnaire respondents is found on page 59. A series of 

questions related to the sector’s involvement in climate policy were posed to the respondents. 

These are listed in Annex V. 

As could be expected, the respondents confirmed that more ambitious climate policies 

by their governments (or the EU) would be in their business’ or association’s interest 

(question 1). Despite this general agreement, there were some differences as to how useful 

climate policies (in the form of emission reduction commitments or others) would be to foster 

energy production from renewable energy sources. In this sense, several respondents saw 
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policies that explicitly target renewable energies as more relevant. Both in the United States 

as in the European Union, establishing a stable price on carbon was seen as fundamental in 

increasing competitiveness of RETs vis-à-vis fossil fuel based energies. However, in both 

jurisdictions attempts so far were seen as insufficient and too slow moving (despite the 

existence of the EU ETS). An interesting opinion expressed by an actor from Europe was that 

the new targets themselves are not the most pressing issue at this point but rather the existing 

targets’ implementation through concrete measures. 

Following up on the overwhelming affirmation that more ambitious climate policies are 

in the actors’ interests, the question was posed how this interest is promoted (question 2). To 

begin with, it should be stated that all the actors said that they pursue the interest in one way 

or another. Particularly the interviewed associations referred to (publicly available) positions 

calling for higher emission reduction commitments. Besides publications and broader media 

activities, direct contact with decision-makers was a frequently mentioned channel. These 

overlapped with campaigns to change policies. The arguments used often focused on the 

opportunities that RET open up by producing (virtually) emissions-free energy. Also the job 

creation potential of the sector was raised by several respondents. In terms of timing, 

relevance for the impact examined in this study was given, as most of the actors were already 

involved in activities to influence climate policies before the Copenhagen Accord. 

Evidently, it is difficult to judge the effectiveness of the actors’ activities directed at 

influencing climate policies. To provide a better sense of how intensively engaged they were 

in pursuing more ambitious climate policy, the last part of the interviews/questionnaires asked 

about involvement in trade associations that promote climate targets and resources devoted to 

government relations (questions 3 and 4). A large majority of the responses by individual 

business representatives showed that they were members of associations that had climate 

policies. Some of the associations mentioned were among the interview partners, giving 

insights into networks and multi-level structures. Finally, again almost all respondents 

indicated that they devoted particular resources to climate policy engagement, although some 

said it was difficult to isolate these from other activities. The resources referred to were 

normally positions held by individuals in the organizations (sometimes by the respondents 

themselves). 

Despite the lack of information about the effectiveness of the RET actors’ activities 

targeted at influencing climate policies, the empirical data collected from the field has made 

clear that there are (and were before COP15 and the Copenhagen Accord) active efforts under 

way to change the regulatory environment in their favor. These activities often went beyond 

mere statements but were linked with the investments of sometimes substantial resources. 

To summarize, the interpretation of findings has found general support in the empirical 

patent and trade data for the hypothesis that the level of country competitiveness in RET 

sectors has an impact on climate policies. However, large differences were found between 

countries and country groups. The co-evolutionary framework introduced has broadened the 

interpretation to allow for other factors that may play a role in climate policies. The empirical 

data collected from RET actors sheds light on the influences between systems in the 

framework. Although difficult to verify in relation to the level of competitiveness of different 
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countries’ RET sectors, there seem to be indications for an impact by the sectors on climate 

policies.  
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6 Conclusion 

 

The study has attempted to answer the question whether the level of competitiveness of 

countries’ RET sectors has an impact on countries’ climate policies. The hypothesis was that 

the more competitive countries’ RET industries are, the more ambitious the countries’ climate 

policies will be. The underlying assumption was that countries with significant clean energy 

industries that benefit from the demand for them induced by ambitious climate policies will 

more likely endorse such policies. The scope of the study was narrowed to the two renewables 

technologies with the strongest growth in the last decade, wind and solar PV. The analysis 

focused on the G20 and selected other countries, responsible for most current GHG emissions.  

To answer the question of whether there is a correlation between climate policies and 

RET competitiveness, the empirical analysis was operationalized by constructing various 

measures of renewables’ competitiveness, and a single measure of ambition of countries’ 

climate policies. The competitiveness measures were based on either trade data or (newly 

available) RET patenting data. The climate policies examined were the countries’ 2020 

emission reduction commitments. Finally, these measures were combined into scatterplots. 

This allowed a graphical exploratory analysis to examine possible correlations. 

The analysis resulted in a generally positive correlation between the variables giving 

support to the stated hypothesis. However, there were a considerable number of outlier cases 

and the correlations were not very strong. As one could expect, there were differences 

between Annex I and Non-Annex I party groups. Moreover, the issue of reliability of the 

climate policies variable was deemed relevant. These findings were embedded into a 

coevolutionary theoretical framework for studying the transition to a low carbon economy. It 

broadened the perspective to allow for the integration of other variables that impact climate 

policies. The framework also accommodated further empirical data collected to give 

indications of impacts on climate policies. A series of actors from renewable energy sectors 

confirmed their interest in more ambitious climate policies and that they are actively, directly 

or indirectly, promoting it and devoting resources. This only represents a first insight into the 

underlying process and the level of effectiveness of these actors’ actions cannot be 

conclusively judged. Nevertheless there are signs for a role of RET sectors in climate policy-

making. 

These initial indications call for further research, for example in the form of analyses of 

policy developments through process tracings that would shed more light on the role of RET 

industries in climate policy. Concerning the level of analysis, beyond the broad international 

approach of this study, more specific analyses of narrower country groups would be valuable. 

Overall, this study has contributed by constructing measures of competitiveness for 

comparing national RET sectors. This study has also provided first empirical evidence for a 

relationship between the competitiveness and climate policies. Further research seems 

pertinent as arguably a strengthening of RET industries would facilitate more ambitious 

climate policies. With the current gap in commitments to reach safe levels of GHG 

concentrations, more research can facilitate understanding of how green economic sectors can 

contribute to the alignment of climate policy with policy recommendations based on climate 
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science. More broadly, a focus on the opportunities that arise from the transition to a low 

carbon economy can provide knowledge to promote this transition. 
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I. 2020 emission reduction commitments 

 

 

Type of commitment Reduction 

relative to 1990 

Reduction 

relative to BaU 

Remarks Sources 

Annex I 

Parties 

     

EU (27) Absolute target, relative to 1990 -20% - A 30% reduction conditional on 

that: “other developed countries 

commit themselves to comparable 

emission reductions and that 

developing countries contribute 

adequately […]” 

http://unfccc.int/files/meetings/application/pdf/

europeanunioncphaccord_app1.pdf 

 Germany  -40%   http://www.bmu.de/english/current_press_relea

ses/pm/41999.php 

 Sweden  -40%   http://unfccc.int/resource/docs/natc/swe_nc5.p

df 

 United 

Kingdom 

 -34%   http://www.opsi.gov.uk/acts/acts2008/pdf/ukpg

a_20080027_en.pdf 

 Italy  -20%    

 France  -20%    

 Belgium  -20%    

 Spain  -20%    

 Austria  -20%    

 Finland  -20%    

 Denmark  -20%    

 Netherlands  -20%    

Switzerland Absolute target, relative to 1990 -20% - A 30% reduction conditional on 

that: “other developed countries 

commit themselves to comparable 

emission reductions and that 

developing countries contribute 

adequately […]” 

http://unfccc.int/files/meetings/application/pdf/

switzerlandcphaccord_app1eng.pdf 

Japan Absolute target, relative to 1990 -25% - Conditional: “premised on the 

establishment of a fair and 

effective international framework 

in which all major economies 

participate and on agreement by 

http://unfccc.int/files/meetings/application/pdf/

japancphaccord_app1.pdf 
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those economies on ambitious 

targets” 

Norway Absolute target, relative to 1990 -30% - A 40% reduction conditional on 

that: “major emitting Parties agree 

on emissions reductions in line 

with the 2 degrees Celsius target 

[…]” 

http://unfccc.int/files/meetings/application/pdf/

norwaycphaccord_app1.pdf 

Russian 

Federation 

Absolute target, relative to 1990 -15% - A 25% reduction conditional on: 

“Appropriate accounting of the 

potential of Russia’s forestry in 

frame of contribution in meeting 

the obligations of the 

anthropogenic emissions 

reduction” and: “Undertaking by 

all major emitters the legally 

binding obligations to reduce 

anthropogenic GHG emissions” 

http://unfccc.int/files/meetings/application/pdf/

russiacphaccord_app1.pdf 

Australia Absolute target, relative to 

2000: -5% 

-3.89% - Also 15% or 25% below 2000 

depending on level of ambition of 

international community overall 

http://unfccc.int/files/meetings/application/pdf/

australiacphaccord_app1.pdf 

United States Absolute target, relative to 

2005: -17% 

-3.67% - Conditional: “in conformity with 

anticipated U.S. energy and 

climate legislation, recognizing 

that the final target will be reported 

to the Secretariat in light of 

enacted legislation” 

http://unfccc.int/files/meetings/cop_15/copenha

gen_accord/application/pdf/unitedstatescphacc

ord_app.1.pdf 

Canada Absolute target, relative to 

2005: -17% 

0.25% - Conditional: “to be aligned with 

the final economy-wide emissions 

target of the United States in 

enacted legislation” 

http://unfccc.int/files/meetings/application/pdf/

canadacphaccord_app1.pdf 

      

Non-Annex I 

Parties 

     

Brazil Associated itself with the 

Accord and submitted 

nationally appropriate 

mitigation actions (NAMAs) 

that reduce emissions relative to 

6.40% -36.10%  http://unfccc.int/files/meetings/application/pdf/

brazilcphaccord_app2.pdf 

2020 BaU projection: 

http://www.mma.gov.br/estruturas/182/_arquiv

os/cenarioemissoes_182.pdf 
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‘Business as Usual’ 

development (BaU)  

Mexico Associated itself with the 

Accord and submitted NAMAs 

that reduce emissions relative to 

BaU 

19.80% -30% Conditional on foreign assistance http://unfccc.int/files/meetings/application/pdf/

mexicocphaccord_app2.pdf 

2020 BaU projection: 

http://www.semarnat.gob.mx/queessemarnat/p

olitica_ambiental/cambioclimatico/Documents/

pecc/090828_PECC.Capitulos_DOF.pdf 

Indonesia Associated itself with the 

Accord and submitted NAMAs 

that reduce emissions relative to 

BaU 

22% -26%  http://unfccc.int/files/meetings/application/pdf/

indonesiacphaccord_app2.pdf 

2020 BaU projection: 

http://www.thejakartapost.com/news/2009/12/1

9/indonesia-needs-rp-83-trillion-meet-

emission-cut-target.html 

South Africa Associated itself with the 

Accord and submitted NAMAs 

that reduce emissions relative to 

BaU 

48.20% -34% Conditional on foreign assistance http://unfccc.int/files/meetings/application/pdf/

southafricacphaccord_app2.pdf  

2020 BaU projection: 

http://www.environment.gov.za/HotIssues/200

8/LTMS/A%20LTMS%20Scenarios%20for%2

0SA.pdf  

Korea Associated itself with the 

Accord and submitted NAMAs 

that reduce emissions relative to 

BaU 

63.90% -30%  http://unfccc.int/files/meetings/application/pdf/

koreacphaccord_app2.pdf 

2020 BaU projection: 

http://www.eia.doe.gov/oiaf/ieo/excel/ieoreftab

_8.xls 

Israel Submitted NAMAs that reduce 

emissions relative to BaU 

91.60% -20%  http://unfccc.int/files/meetings/application/pdf/

israelcphaccord_app2.pdf 

2020 BaU projection: 

http://sviva.gov.il/Enviroment/Static/Binaries/

ModulKvatzim/5Climate-Bulletin35-

WEB_1.pdf 

China Associated itself with the 

Accord and submitted NAMAs 

that reduce carbon intensity* 

110% - Economic modeling results in a 

range from a 15% decrease to a 

204% increase in emissions – 

midpoint chosen 

http://unfccc.int/files/meetings/cop_15/copenha

gen_accord/application/pdf/chinacphaccord_ap

p2.pdf 

Economic modeling GDP data: 

http://www.ciesin.columbia.edu/datasets/down

scaled/ 
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Singapore Associated itself with the 

Accord and submitted NAMAs 

that reduce emissions relative to 

BaU 

124% Up to -16% 

officially/ 

-7% in practice 

 http://unfccc.int/files/meetings/application/pdf/

singaporecphaccord_app2.pdf 

http://www.eco-business.com/news/spore-go-

ahead-carbon-cuts-not-fully/ 

2020 BaU projection: http://www.eco-

business.com/news/2009/dec/03/singapores-

leaders-pledge-carbon-cut/ 

India Associated itself with the 

Accord and submitted NAMAs 

that reduce carbon intensity* 

182% - Economic modeling results in a 

range from a 87% to a 2774% 

increase in emissions – midpoint 

chosen 

http://unfccc.int/files/meetings/cop_15/copenha

gen_accord/application/pdf/indiacphaccord_ap

p2.pdf 

Economic modeling GDP data: 

http://www.ciesin.columbia.edu/datasets/down

scaled/ 

 

Argentina Submitted NAMAs, no 

quantitative reduction 

commitment/target 

-    http://unfccc.int/files/meetings/application/pdf/

agentinacphaccord_english.pdf  

Turkey no submission to Copenhagen 

Accord 

-    

Saudi Arabia no submission to Copenhagen 

Accord 

-    

*carbon dioxide emissions per unit of GDP 

For calculations, historic emissions data was retrieved from: World Resources Institute (2011) (including land-use change and forestry).
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II. Countries/regions covered, with ISO codes 

 

  

  Entity 2-letter ISO code  

Argentina 

Australia 

Austria 

Belgium 

Brazil 

Canada 

China 

Denmark 

EU 27 

Finland 

France 

Germany 

India 

Israel 

Italy 

Japan 

Korea 

Mexico 

Netherlands 

Norway 

Russian Federation 

Saudi Arabia 

Singapore 

South Africa 

Spain 

Sweden 

Switzerland 

Turkey 

United Kingdom 

United States 

AR 

AU 

AT 

BE 

BR 

CA 

CN 

DK 

EU 

FI 

FR 

DE 

IN 

IE 

IT 

JP 

KR 

MX 

NL 

NO 

RU 

SA 

SG 

ZA 

ES 

SE 

CH 

TR 

GB 

US 
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III. Harmonized System (HS) codes and descriptions 

 

The codes and their corresponding descriptions used for the COMTRADE database queries 

are the following: 

 

Solar PV energy technology component: 

 

854140 -- Photosensitive semiconductor devices, incl. photovoltaic cells whether/not 

assembled in modules/made up into panels; light emitting diodes 

 

Wind energy technology components: 

 

730820 -- Towers & lattice masts of iron/steel [Tower] 

841290 -- Parts of the engines & motors of 8412.10-8412.80 [Turbine blades] 

850231 -- Wind-powered electric generating sets 

 

Source: http://wits.worldbank.org 

 

 

IV. EPO patent classifications 

 

The EPO patent classification categories above and on the same level as the RETs 

incorporated in this study (in bold) are: 

 

Description Symbol 

General tagging of new technological developments; general tagging of 

cross-over technologies spanning over several sections of the IPC  

Y 

  

Technologies or applications for mitigation or adaptation against climate 

change  

 Y02 

Reduction of greenhouse gases [ghg] emission, related to energy 

generation, transmission or distribution  

 Y02E 

Energy generation through renewable energy sources   Y02E10 

   Y02E10/00 

  Geothermal energy   Y02E10/10 

   Earth coil heat exchangers   Y02E10/12 

    Compact tube assemblies, e.g. geothermal probes   Y02E10/12B 

   Systems injecting medium directly into ground, e.g. hot dry rock 

system, underground water  

 Y02E10/14 

   Systems injecting medium into a closed well   Y02E10/16 

   Systems exchanging heat with fluids in pipes, e.g. fresh water or 

waste water  

 Y02E10/18 

  Hydro energy   Y02E10/20 

   Conventional, e.g. with dams, turbines and waterwheels   Y02E10/22 

    Turbines or waterwheels, e.g. details of the rotor   Y02E10/22B 

    Other parts or details   Y02E10/22D 

   Tidal stream or damless hydropower, e.g. sea flood and ebb, river, 

stream  

 Y02E10/28 

  Energy from sea (tidal stream Y02E10/28) (not used; see subgroups)  Y02E10/30 

   Oscillating water column [OWC]   Y02E10/32 

http://worldwide.espacenet.com/eclasrch?classification=ecla&locale=en_EP&ECLA=y02e
http://worldwide.espacenet.com/eclasrch?classification=ecla&locale=en_EP&ECLA=y02e10/00
http://worldwide.espacenet.com/eclasrch?classification=ecla&locale=en_EP&ECLA=y02e10/10
http://worldwide.espacenet.com/eclasrch?classification=ecla&locale=en_EP&ECLA=y02e10/12
http://worldwide.espacenet.com/eclasrch?classification=ecla&locale=en_EP&ECLA=y02e10/12b
http://worldwide.espacenet.com/eclasrch?classification=ecla&locale=en_EP&ECLA=y02e10/14
http://worldwide.espacenet.com/eclasrch?classification=ecla&locale=en_EP&ECLA=y02e10/16
http://worldwide.espacenet.com/eclasrch?classification=ecla&locale=en_EP&ECLA=y02e10/18
http://worldwide.espacenet.com/eclasrch?classification=ecla&locale=en_EP&ECLA=y02e10/20
http://worldwide.espacenet.com/eclasrch?classification=ecla&locale=en_EP&ECLA=y02e10/22
http://worldwide.espacenet.com/eclasrch?classification=ecla&locale=en_EP&ECLA=y02e10/22b
http://worldwide.espacenet.com/eclasrch?classification=ecla&locale=en_EP&ECLA=y02e10/22d
http://worldwide.espacenet.com/eclasrch?classification=ecla&locale=en_EP&ECLA=y02e10/28
http://worldwide.espacenet.com/eclasrch?classification=ecla&locale=en_EP&ECLA=y02e10/30
http://worldwide.espacenet.com/eclasrch?classification=ecla&locale=en_EP&ECLA=y02e10/32
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   Ocean thermal energy conversion [OTEC]   Y02E10/34 

   Salinity gradient   Y02E10/36 

   Wave energy or tidal swell, e.g. Pelamis-type   Y02E10/38 

  Solar thermal energy   Y02E10/40 

   Tower concentrators   Y02E10/41 

   Dish collectors   Y02E10/42 

   Fresnel lenses   Y02E10/43 

   Heat exchange systems   Y02E10/44 

   Trough concentrators   Y02E10/45 

   Solar thermal plants for electricity generation, e.g. Rankine, Stirling 

solar thermal generators  

 Y02E10/46 

   Mountings or tracking   Y02E10/47 

   Mechanical power, e.g. thermal updraft   Y02E10/48 

  Photovoltaic [PV] energy   Y02E10/50 

   PV systems with concentrators   Y02E10/52 

   Material technologies (not used; see subgroups)  Y02E10/54 

    CuInSe2 material PV cells   Y02E10/54B 

    Dye sensitized solar cells   Y02E10/54D 

    Solar cells from Group II-VI materials   Y02E10/54F 

    Solar cells from Group III-V materials   Y02E10/54H 

    Microcrystalline silicon PV cells   Y02E10/54J 

    Polycrystalline silicon PV cells   Y02E10/54L 

    Amorphous silicon PV cells   Y02E10/54N 

   Power conversion electric or electronic aspects   Y02E10/56 

    for grid-connected applications   Y02E10/56B 

    concerning power management inside the plant , e.g. battery 

charging/discharging, economical operation, hybridisation 

with other energy sources  

 Y02E10/56D 

    Maximum power point tracking [MPPT] systems   Y02E10/58 

  Thermal-PV hybrids   Y02E10/60 

  Wind energy   Y02E10/70 

   Wind turbines with rotation axis in wind direction   Y02E10/72 

    Blades or rotors   Y02E10/72B 

    Components or gearbox   Y02E10/72D 

    Control of turbines   Y02E10/72F 

    Generator or configuration   Y02E10/72H 

    Nacelles   Y02E10/72J 

    Offshore towers   Y02E10/72L 

    Onshore towers   Y02E10/72N 

   Wind turbines with rotation axis perpendicular to the wind 

direction  

 Y02E10/74 

   Power conversion electric or electronic aspects   Y02E10/76 

    for grid-connected applications   Y02E10/76B 

    concerning power management inside the plant, e.g. battery 

charging/discharging, economical operation, hybridisation 

with other energy sources  

 Y02E10/76D 

Source: EPO Espacenet, available at: 

http://worldwide.espacenet.com/eclasrch?classification=ecla&locale=en_EP&ECLA=y02e1

0 

http://worldwide.espacenet.com/eclasrch?classification=ecla&locale=en_EP&ECLA=y02e10/34
http://worldwide.espacenet.com/eclasrch?classification=ecla&locale=en_EP&ECLA=y02e10/36
http://worldwide.espacenet.com/eclasrch?classification=ecla&locale=en_EP&ECLA=y02e10/38
http://worldwide.espacenet.com/eclasrch?classification=ecla&locale=en_EP&ECLA=y02e10/40
http://worldwide.espacenet.com/eclasrch?classification=ecla&locale=en_EP&ECLA=y02e10/41
http://worldwide.espacenet.com/eclasrch?classification=ecla&locale=en_EP&ECLA=y02e10/42
http://worldwide.espacenet.com/eclasrch?classification=ecla&locale=en_EP&ECLA=y02e10/43
http://worldwide.espacenet.com/eclasrch?classification=ecla&locale=en_EP&ECLA=y02e10/44
http://worldwide.espacenet.com/eclasrch?classification=ecla&locale=en_EP&ECLA=y02e10/45
http://worldwide.espacenet.com/eclasrch?classification=ecla&locale=en_EP&ECLA=y02e10/46
http://worldwide.espacenet.com/eclasrch?classification=ecla&locale=en_EP&ECLA=y02e10/47
http://worldwide.espacenet.com/eclasrch?classification=ecla&locale=en_EP&ECLA=y02e10/48
http://worldwide.espacenet.com/eclasrch?classification=ecla&locale=en_EP&ECLA=y02e10/50
http://worldwide.espacenet.com/eclasrch?classification=ecla&locale=en_EP&ECLA=y02e10/52
http://worldwide.espacenet.com/eclasrch?classification=ecla&locale=en_EP&ECLA=y02e10/54
http://worldwide.espacenet.com/eclasrch?classification=ecla&locale=en_EP&ECLA=y02e10/54b
http://worldwide.espacenet.com/eclasrch?classification=ecla&locale=en_EP&ECLA=y02e10/54d
http://worldwide.espacenet.com/eclasrch?classification=ecla&locale=en_EP&ECLA=y02e10/54f
http://worldwide.espacenet.com/eclasrch?classification=ecla&locale=en_EP&ECLA=y02e10/54h
http://worldwide.espacenet.com/eclasrch?classification=ecla&locale=en_EP&ECLA=y02e10/54j
http://worldwide.espacenet.com/eclasrch?classification=ecla&locale=en_EP&ECLA=y02e10/54l
http://worldwide.espacenet.com/eclasrch?classification=ecla&locale=en_EP&ECLA=y02e10/54n
http://worldwide.espacenet.com/eclasrch?classification=ecla&locale=en_EP&ECLA=y02e10/56
http://worldwide.espacenet.com/eclasrch?classification=ecla&locale=en_EP&ECLA=y02e10/56b
http://worldwide.espacenet.com/eclasrch?classification=ecla&locale=en_EP&ECLA=y02e10/56d
http://worldwide.espacenet.com/eclasrch?classification=ecla&locale=en_EP&ECLA=y02e10/58
http://worldwide.espacenet.com/eclasrch?classification=ecla&locale=en_EP&ECLA=y02e10/60
http://worldwide.espacenet.com/eclasrch?classification=ecla&locale=en_EP&ECLA=y02e10/70
http://worldwide.espacenet.com/eclasrch?classification=ecla&locale=en_EP&ECLA=y02e10/72
http://worldwide.espacenet.com/eclasrch?classification=ecla&locale=en_EP&ECLA=y02e10/72b
http://worldwide.espacenet.com/eclasrch?classification=ecla&locale=en_EP&ECLA=y02e10/72d
http://worldwide.espacenet.com/eclasrch?classification=ecla&locale=en_EP&ECLA=y02e10/72f
http://worldwide.espacenet.com/eclasrch?classification=ecla&locale=en_EP&ECLA=y02e10/72h
http://worldwide.espacenet.com/eclasrch?classification=ecla&locale=en_EP&ECLA=y02e10/72j
http://worldwide.espacenet.com/eclasrch?classification=ecla&locale=en_EP&ECLA=y02e10/72l
http://worldwide.espacenet.com/eclasrch?classification=ecla&locale=en_EP&ECLA=y02e10/72n
http://worldwide.espacenet.com/eclasrch?classification=ecla&locale=en_EP&ECLA=y02e10/74
http://worldwide.espacenet.com/eclasrch?classification=ecla&locale=en_EP&ECLA=y02e10/76
http://worldwide.espacenet.com/eclasrch?classification=ecla&locale=en_EP&ECLA=y02e10/76b
http://worldwide.espacenet.com/eclasrch?classification=ecla&locale=en_EP&ECLA=y02e10/76d
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V. Sample questionnaire 

 

 

1) Is more ambitious government climate policy - e.g. CO2 reduction commitments for 2020 - 

in your company's/association’s interest? 

 

 

2) If that is the case, how do you try to promote this interest (in terms of approach/channels)? 

And did you promote it before the UNFCCC COP15 Copenhagen Climate Conference? 

 

 

3) Is your company/association a member of national/regional/international trade associations? 

If so, do they have climate policy positions/publications? 

 

 

4) Does your company/association devote particular resources to government relations 

(including for climate policy processes)? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Statement of authorship 
 

 

 

Eigenständigkeitserklärung  

 

Ich erkläre hiermit, 

- dass ich die vorliegende Arbeit ohne fremde Hilfe und ohne Verwendung anderer als 

der angegebenen Hilfsmittel verfasst habe, 

- dass ich sämtliche verwendeten Quellen erwähnt und gemäss gängigen 

wissenschaftlichen Zitierregeln nach bestem Wissen und Gewissen korrekt zitiert habe. 

 

 

 

______________________ 

Tilmann Liebert, 23.5.2011 
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